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ABSTRACT 
Mark J. Samberg, PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE DIGITAL AGE: BRINGING DESIGN AND 
COMPUTATIONAL THINKING TO THE K-12 CLASSROOM (under the direction of Dr. 
Matthew Militello) Department of Educational Leadership, February 2018. 
 
A focus on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) education has been an 
ongoing trend in the United States for most of the last decade. Recently, computer science has 
stood out as a focus within this movement. Supported by industry, non-profits, federal and local 
governments, the “CS4All” movement aims to provide every student the opportunity to learn to 
code. While many of these initiatives focus solely on coding, others are also advocating for 
students to learn skills required to structure problems so that they may be solved by a computer. 
As defined Jeanne Wing in 2006, computational thinking is part of a suite of problem solving 
tools in engineering, among design thinking (including human-centered design) and data literacy 
(the ability to collect, understand, use, and share data with others). 
Computational thinking skills, combined with design thinking and data literacy 
(collectively called digital-age problem solving) blend core critical thinking concepts from both 
STEM education and the Humanities. This study focuses on preparing teachers to integrate 
digital-age problem solving into their instructional practice by immersing teachers in a Massive 
Open Online Course for Educators (MOOC-Ed) through the Friday Institute for Educational 
Innovation. The MOOC-Ed focuses on exposing teachers to digital-age problem solving 
concepts and supporting them in identifying examples in their current practice, and deepening 
integration in both their reflective practice and their work with students. Applications of digital-
age problem solving are found both online and offline, and the MOOC-Ed focuses on helping 
educators identify and use these practices and skills in their daily practice. Through this MOOC-
Ed, a model for digital-age problem solving was shared with practitioners from around the world. 
 
The MOOC-Ed was a valuable tool for participating teachers, with 97% of all course completers 
prepared to make positive changes to their practice. The digital-age problem solving cycle 
demonstrated value in helping teachers develop language around problem solving, making 
changes to their reflective practice, and creating hands-on learning experiences for students. 
Digital-age problem solving was useful to teachers beyond STEM fields, with teachers from all 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Background 
When people look at any computer application, website, or video game, they tend to 
assume that it was created by a single computer programmer (usually in a dark room, discarded 
remnants of caffeinated beverages strewn about). However, in most cases, that could not be 
further from the truth. Consider the last video game that you played. To create that game, there 
were definitely programmers involved. But there were also graphic artists creating imaginative 
virtual landscapes and gaming elements, video producers and animators bringing these creations 
to life, sound designers and musicians setting the scene with background music and effects, 
creative writers developing engaging and interesting plots, mathematicians and physicists 
making sure all of the movement in the game is realistic, and businesspeople keeping everything 
on time and on budget. This team of experts worked together to create something new and 
unique, and none of them could have done it alone. This approach to problem solving is 
becoming increasingly commonplace in many industries. How can schools teach students to use 
them? 
Over the last few years, there has been seemingly unending publicity around the need for 
an increased focus on STEM education and computer science education in the schools. One 
program, known as the Hour of Code (“What's the impact of the Hour of Code?,” 2016) has been 
gaining popularity in the last few years, by encouraging schools to spend an hour (usually in the 
first week of December, during Computer Science Education Week) celebrating coding and 
having students engage in computer coding activities. In 2015, the Hour of Code boasted over 
198,000 educators helping students to write over 11 billion lines of code (“What's the impact of 
the Hour of Code?,” 2016). Additionally, the U.S. Department of Education under President 
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Obama unveiled the Computer Science for All initiative (“FACT SHEET: President Obama 
Announces Computer Science For All Initiative,” 2016). Among other things, this initiative 
directs the National Science Foundation and other granting agencies to provide funds to increase 
the availability of computer science programs within American schools. President Obama has 
called coding “a basic skill” (Obama, 2016). In 2017, President Trump continued this effort by 
issuing a memo directing the Secretary of Education to “establish a goal of devoting at least $200 
million in grant funds per year to the promotion of high-quality STEM education, including 
Computer Science in particular (Trump, 2017).” 
Since the earliest personal computers, students in school have learned computer 
programming using a variety of tools, largely starting with LOGO Turtle (Papert, 1993). The 
development of LOGO led to a collaboration with LEGO for the creation of computer controlled 
LEGO kits (Papert, 1993), eventually becoming the LEGO Mindstorms Robotics Kits. The 
FIRST Robotics Competition has engaged high schoolers in creating computer controlled robots 
for competition since the mid-90s, and now has competitions for students grades from grades 
pre-K through 12 (Chung, Cartwright, & Cole, 2014). Toys for children as young as three years 
old are now also teaching coding, as computer programming becomes more accessible, and 
computers become cheaper, more durable, and more portable. Devices such as Sphero, Blockly, 
Primo, Dash and Dot aim to teach coding skills using physical devices that can be manipulated 
like a puzzle or with tablets and smartphones (Olivares-Giles, 2015). 
Despite the swell of policy and corporate support around increasing computer science 
program availability within schools, there are still many barriers to implementation. Many 
schools are working on implementing coding programs in their schools. However, there is an 
extreme shortage of skilled, qualified computer science teachers, and many states still have 
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unclear or ever-changing certification requirements to teach computer science (Computer 
Science Teachers Association, 2013). Additionally, there is a strong need to engage girls and 
students of color in computer science initiatives. Only 18% of the computer science workforce is 
female, which is down from 37% in the mid-1980s (Google, 2014). Students of color are also 
severely under-represented in computer science courses, with only 13.2% of all AP Computer 
Science test takers in 2013 being black or Hispanic (College Board, 2014c). Several states are 
beginning to create standards and efforts to further computer science education and the 
integration of computational thinking. 
According to the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, in North Carolina, less 
than 300 teachers currently teach computer science courses with only 18 students graduating 
ready to teach computer science in 2015 (Frye, Samberg, Moris, & Keller, 2017). Additionally, 
only 22% of the 5,000 students taking a computer science course are female, and only 30% are 
African American or Hispanic (Frye et al., 2017). 
Digital Age Problem Solving – A Conceptual Framework 
Just as the grammar, syntax, and vocabulary only defines the structure of language and 
not the ability to create works of literature, so too is it with computer science – coding is only the 
language of computer science (Igoe, 2016). Many current computer science courses focus on 
basic computer operations or repair, along with coding, with minimal focus on the design and 
problem solving skills necessary to be a successful software engineer (Jones, Mccowan, & 
Stephenson, 2003). There is concern that this emphasis on code and other “low level skills” 
could potentially further the equity gap in computer science (Anderson, 2016). Additionally, 
while coding classes exist, and the Hour of Code is becoming increasingly popular, these 
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activities are often integrated into programs like Genius Hour instead of as vehicles to engage 
students in core instruction (Davis et al., 2014).  
Primarily beginning with Jeannette Wing’s 2006 editorial (“Computational Thinking”) in 
the Association of Computing Machinery’s monthly magazine, a change has been brewing 
encouraging the teaching of computational thinking in addition to simply teaching programming. 
Wing argued that computational thinking, the ability to decompose problems into algorithms, 
create abstractions, and essentially “think like a computer scientist” or think in a way to easily 
prepare input for a computer is necessary for both maintaining interest and advancement in 
computer science, and to advance computer science as a tool to solve real-world problems. The 
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and the Computer Science Teachers 
Association have created a framework defining the component skills and mindsets that make up 
computational thinking computational thinking (ISTE & CSTA, 2011). Further need for teaching 
computational thinking is identified in the 2017 Horizon Report, a yearly report released by the 
New Media Consortium and the Consortium for School Networking, identifying the biggest 
trends and challenges in education. In 2017, Computational Thinking was identified as a 
“difficult challenge”, a problem “that we understand but for which solutions remain elusive” 
(Freeman, Adams Becker, Cummins, Davis, & Hall Giesinger, 2017). 
While the skills of computational thinking are defined, there is no context for teaching 
them, and very little material produced beyond the list of skills. Three of the skills in the ISTE & 
CSTA document are: data collection, data analysis, and data representation. These skills are 
fairly well developed in other areas as “data and information literacy” (Tyner, 1998). 
Additionally, as the focus on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 
increases in schools, many schools are turning to design thinking strategies to engage students in 
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real-world STEM scenarios (Goldberg & Nemcsok, 2015). In the development of this document 
and based on other work being undertaken at the Friday Institute, it seems to me that these three 
areas (computational thinking, data literacy, and design thinking) have significant overlap and 
complement each other nicely. This model is also validated by the inclusion of computational 
thinking in the 2017 Horizon Report, which also identified STEAM learning as a short term 
trend, and the creation of authentic learning experiences as a “solvable challenge” (Freeman et 
al., 2017). This is documented in a draft conceptual framework, found in Figure 1. In this 
diagram, the dashed lines are functional skills that a student with mastery in the areas should 
possess. The intersection of the three major areas is something that I am referring to as Digital 
Age Problem Solving and defining as “the ability to use data, design thinking, and computational 
thinking to understand the ill-defined problems encountered in the digital age and to design and 
develop effective solutions.” 
Purpose of Study 
With increasing emphasis on teaching code, and STEM education, Digital Age Problem 
Solving provides an ideal vehicle for teaching problem solving and introducing both computer 
science and design thinking into K-12 classrooms. The purpose of this project is to refine the 
conceptual framework, and develop a program to train teachers on how to integrate digital age 
problem solving in to their instruction (with an emphasis on middle-grades education).  
Teachers were trained on this model via a specifically designed Massive Open Online Course 
(MOOC) though the MOOCs for Educators (MOOC-Ed) program at the Friday Institute for 
Educational Innovation at North Carolina State University. Participants in the MOOC-Ed also 
had the opportunity to demonstrate understanding by completing the course and implementation 




Figure 1. Draft conceptual framework describing the relationship between computational  
 
thinking, design, and data literacy. 
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materials submitted to the course, as well as by conducting interviews with course participants, I 
evaluated the impact on teacher practice in teaching problem-solving skills. 
MOOCs and Micro-Credentials 
In my role as the Technology Innovations Lead at the Friday Institute for Educational 
Innovation at North Carolina State University, I work as the developer of the platform and an 
instructional designer for the MOOCs for Educators (MOOC-Ed) project (www.mooc-ed.org). 
This program offers courses for educators focusing on digital learning, student learning 
differences, and instructional content. The program has run a dozen courses with over 25,000 
participants. MOOC-Ed courses are delivered online, average 500-1,000 users, and are usually 
six to eight weeks in length. Units have a defined start date but are available asynchronously. 
MOOC-Ed courses are designed around four central design principles (Kleiman & Wolf, 2015): 
peer-supported learning; job-embedded activities; multiple perspectives in course content; and 
self-directed pathways. 
In addition to the MOOC-Ed project, this platform also hosts a facility for rewarding 
competency-based learning through the issuance of micro-credentials. Micro-credentials are 
competency-based, personalized, on-demand, sharable indicators of skills in educator practice 
(Digital PromiseCenter for Teaching Quality, 2016). Instead of issuing traditional professional 
learning credit based on clock hours, educators who earn micro-credentials demonstrate mastery 
of a topic, regardless of where and how they learn it, and earn the micro-credential based on 
proficiency rather than attendance. Micro-credentials can also be aligned into a collection or 
progression of skills, known as a stack. The rubric and feedback cycles built in to earning micro-
credentials allow teachers to reflect and get feedback which promotes retention (Gulumhussein, 
2013) as well as provide teachers with multiple and varied opportunities to dig more deeply into 
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content, collaborate with others, and connect back to practice which are characteristics of 
effective professional learning (Darling-Hammond & Wei, 2009). 
Problem of Practice Project 
In order to conduct this study, I created MOOC-Ed course, entitled Computational 
Thinking and Design: Getting Started with Digital-Age Problem Solving. A course description 
can be found in Appendix B. A micro-credential stack which aligns with course content is also 
available. The study used an exploratory-sequential mixed methods approach, where course 
analytics will be analyzed quantitatively, and analysis of participant responses within the course 
and interviews will be used to generate qualitative data to further explain the quantitative data. 
During the course run, analytics data and discussion forums were used to make real-time tweaks 
to the course design as needed. Usage logs and analytics data from the MOOC-Ed and micro-
credentials were used to determine how participants engaged with the material and made changes 
to their practice. Participant interviews and survey data were used to further explore the analytics 
data, while a review of activities and end-of-unit surveys were used to drive changes for future 
runs of the course. A logic model describing the inputs and activities can be found in Table 1. 
Improvement Goal 
It’s impossible to speculate as to how many people will complete a MOOC or a micro-
credential (though previous MOOC-Ed courses average between five and eleven percent of 
enrollees). However, as a result of completing this project, the goal is that (a) at least 75% of 
MOOC-Ed participants who complete the end-of-course survey report that they have made 
changes in their instructional practice as a result of this course; (b) 90% of survey respondents 
will report that they found value in the course; (c) 100% of participants who complete at least 
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Expert review of 
course content 
Identify fundamental 
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resulting in at least 30 
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knowledge for coding 




world scenario. It is my hope that these instructional practices will result in increased student 
efficacy with problem solving, and eventually, this will translate into higher student achievement 
measures. 
Questions and Tasks 
The questions in this study revolve around the implementation of digital age problem 
solving skills across the curriculum. Specifically, is the conceptual framework valid, how can 
teachers be prepared to implement design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy in 
their courses? Additionally, while computational thinking is largely portrayed as a coding 
activity, can teachers integrate the language and processes behind computational thinking into 
traditional classroom instruction without having a coding background, or integrating coding into 
their courses? A full list of research questions and data sources can be found in Table 2 and the 
study timeline can be found in Table 3.  
As a result, the major tasks for this study included the creation of a MOOC for teachers 
of grades 3-12 containing instructional materials for teachers to integrate these competencies. 
Each unit provided activities for participants to engage in, along with discussions and 
opportunities for teachers to collaborate and create. Micro-credentials at the end of each unit 
provided educators the opportunity to submit artifacts and reflections demonstrating attainment 
of the competency in practice. Review of these artifacts is scored against a rubric for issuance of 
a micro-credential in that competency area. In the study phase of this project, I surveyed all 
active MOOC participants to determine how helpful the materials were in making changes to 
their practice, and what impact that may have on student learning. I also interviewed a sampling 
of course completers in order to determine if and how they continue to implement competencies 
into their instructional practice.  
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Table 2 
Research Questions and Data Sources 
 
Research Question Data Collection 
  
How are educators able to integrate digital-





To what extent is the conceptual framework a 
useful tool for teachers? 
Interview questions 
Discussion forum posts 
  
How useful is the MOOC-Ed in strengthening 
participants’ understanding of computational 
thinking? 
End-of-course survey data 
Discussion forum posts 
Micro-credential 
  
What elements of the MOOC were the most 
helpful for teachers? 
End-of-course survey data 









August 1, 2016 – March 1, 2017 Course Content Development, Review 
  
November, 2016 Preparation of pre- and post- course survey 
materials 
  
October, 2016 Submission of research plan to Institutional 
Review Board at East Carolina University 
  
Mid-October, 2016 Expert review and feedback on course content 
  
November, 2016 Expert review of micro-credential content 
  
December, 2016 Course marketing begins 
  
December 15, 2016 Expert review of course outline and 
preliminary course content 
  
January, 2017 Course enrollment and marketing begins 
Submission of IRB paperwork to ECU 
  
March 2017 – May 2017 First run of MOOC-Ed and collection of 
micro-credential submission 
  
May 2017 – October 2017 Analysis of survey and course analytics data 
Revision of course content 
Analysis of Discussion Posts and  
Interviews and qualitative analysis 
  
Early September, 2017 –  
Early November, 2017 
Second round of MOOC-Ed in progress 
  





CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Content Considerations of a Computational Design Thinking Course 
Preparing content for the online course will be an essential component of the 
development of this project. In order for the content to be useful to course participants, efforts 
should be made to ensure that the course will be aligned to existing content standards and 
instructional frameworks for teaching computer science and design thinking. 
Computational Thinking 
Computational thinking is defined as “taking an approach to solving problems, designing 
systems and understanding human behavior that draws on concepts fundamental to computing” 
(Wing, 2006). References to using computers to teach students processes of thinking date back as 
early as the early works of Seymour Papert (1972) though the term “computational thinking” 
largely came to the foreground after the Wing 2006 article. Wing (2006) argues that 
computational thinking is a fundamental set of skills that are applicable to solving problems 
across any discipline, and not a rote process. She emphasizes that computational thinking is 
distinct and different from programming, as programming is simply the language to make a 
computer execute instructions. In a follow-up paper Wing (2008) argues that the growth of 
technology and science in popular culture has driven an increased imperative to teach 
computational thinking to all students, and also proposes that while computational thinking is 
traditionally taught to college freshmen, young children have the capacity needed to understand 
the underlying concepts. This does differ from the way Papert (1993) describes computational 
thinking, where Papert argues more that computational thinking was the act of structuring input 
for the computer. However, Wing’s definition seems to be the one that has stuck, and it has 
become much more prevalent in the current discussion.
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The National Academy of Sciences in 2010 convened a working group to attempt to 
define a scope for computational thinking (National Research Council, 2010). There is debate 
throughout the report about the role and importance of computer programming in teaching 
computational thinking skills. But there is some agreement around the idea that teaching 
computational thinking is important to help students move into being able to create and define 
abstractions, as well as more generally, a useful set of cognitive skills. There are also concrete 
examples of research presented where students have been able to engage in computational 
thinking skills by drawing pictures or by verbalizing processes or sequences. Interestingly, they 
also include anti-examples of computational thinking, namely, the use and operation of 
computers, but there is also a significant argument that computational thinking is a new frame of 
thinking that has been enabled by access to technology tools. 
While Wing notes systemic barriers to adopting computational thinking instruction at 
lower grades, there are perception issues as well. Yadav, Mayfield, Zhou, Hambrusch, and Korb 
(2014) conducted a study measuring teacher perceptions on what computational thinking is and 
how it can be used in their classrooms. They found that there were many misconceptions about 
the definition of computational thinking, and that teachers who were given training in 
computational thinking were able to see applications in problem solving across subject areas. 
They point to a need for computational thinking to be integrated across subject areas. Barr and 
Stephenson (2011) assembled a group of educators and computer scientists into a working group 
to attempt to operationalize the role of computer science in K-12. In the discussion framing, they 
noted “certainly, K-12 students already learn how to think and to problem solve, but computer 
scientists can help teachers understand these processes as algorithmic, and identify where actual 
computation and manipulation of data with a computer may fit in” (Barr & Stephenson, 2011, p. 
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49). They created a table referencing the components of computational thinking, which 
eventually was adopted by ISTE & CSTA (2011) across subject areas, but also note that “the 
computer scientists participating, in particular, noted that educational change was considerably 
more complex than they suspected and that working with educators from multiple diverse 
disciplines meant learning to ‘disconnect computational thinking from computer science’” (Barr 
& Stephenson, 2011, p. 51). 
Much of the current work on computational thinking is focused on the AP Computer 
Science Principles course. AP Computer Science Principles has a computational thinking “core” 
component, and CT principles are weaved throughout the AP Computer Science Principles 
framework (College Board, 2014a). Google, ISTE, and Code.org have also created portals for 
mainstreaming computational thinking instruction. However, despite the issue noted by Barr and 
Stephenson of separating computational thinking and computer programming, many 
computational thinking curriculum modules produced by Google, Code.org, and others, still 
include a very heavy emphasis on using code and computer programming to teach computational 
thinking skills. While the Problem Solving in the Digital Age MOOC-Ed will be designed with a 
focus on implementation without coding, most of the existing studies on computational thinking 
focus on integrating computational thinking skills using code. A study by Kim, Kim, and Kim 
(2013) noted a marginal increase in logical/computational thinking proficiency in non-CS majors 
who engaged in paper and pencil approaches to learning computer science versus using LOGO. 
They also noted a significant increase in student comfort with the course content and desire to 
engage in further CS education when using a paper and pencil approach. 
Some states such as Massachusetts (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education, 2016) have designed digital literacy curricula that include computational 
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thinking as a component of digital literacy. Though the MOOC, I’ve learned other states are 
getting started in this process as well. British Columbia, Canada has a new curriculum that 
includes skills from computational thinking, design thinking, and vocational courses integrated 
throughout K-12 (British Columbia, Province of, n.d.). 
Coding Courses 
Many computer science curricula, including the ACM’s recommended curriculum (Jones 
et al., 2003; Seehorn et al., 2011)include both computational thinking and coding as a part of the 
curriculum. Aside from the Advanced Placement courses, this has largely been a patchwork 
implementation, with state and local school boards making the decision about what is taught and 
how (Computer Science Teachers Association, 2013). Teachers may be trained to deliver CS 
content through providers such as Code.org, Project Lead the Way, and University of California 
at Berkeley’s Beauty and Joy of Computing (Garcia, Harvey, & Barnes, 2015). While these skills 
are considered “computer science”, the rise of maker culture has also given way to knowing how 
to code, without necessarily receiving instruction in computational thinking or deep computer 
science knowledge (Prottsman, 2015). Code.org also encourages schools to engage in Hour of 
Code events during Computer Science Education Week (late fall) in order to expose students to 
programming in an effort to spark interest in coding (Wilk & Garcia, 2014).  If coding is truly 
the language of computer science, it appears that several states are poised to treat it as such, 
making coding count as a foreign language credit (Hatter, 2016).  
Many of the changes in the current coding curriculum are stemming from changes in the 
Advanced Placement (AP) computer science program. In 2008, the College Board announced 
that the AP Computer Science AB course would be replaced with new courses, citing low and 
declining participation, difficulty getting teachers, low pass rates, and significant racial and 
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gender disparities (Goode, 2008). Goode also noted that many changes in the computer science 
curriculum happened at a much faster pace than other courses, and the subject material was 
highly technical. As a result, the College Board redoubled their efforts to reform AP Computer 
Science A, and develop the new AP Computer Science Principles course.  The AP Computer 
Science A course is still highly technical, with an emphasis on programming, heavier computer 
science content, and software engineering (College Board, 2014b). The AP Computer Science 
Principles course, by contrast, focuses largely on computational thinking, design, human-
computer interactions, and some of the “higher level” skills in computer science (College Board, 
2014a). AP CS Principles is also notable because it doesn’t require a computer science 
background to teach, opening it up to more schools. The CS Principles exam will be launching in 
the spring of 2017, so there is no data on the effectiveness and long-term impact of the course as 
of yet. There were five pilot courses at universities around the country, with generally positive 
results – diversity in these courses were notably different than standard CS courses, and while 
differences in outcomes between represented and under-represented students was statistically 
significant, it wasn’t significant in practice (Snyder, Barnes, Garcia, Paul, & Simon, 2012). It’s 
noteworthy that neither the CSTA report on computer science curriculum (Stephenson, Gal-Ezer, 
Haberman, & Verno, 2005) nor the Israeli computer science model which is cited several times 
(Hazzan, Gal-Ezer, & Blum, 2008) mention computational thinking or a CS Principles type 
approach and therefore seem outdated by the current trends in the field. 
From these courses, an ecosystem of courses and content grew. Buffum et al. (2014) 
studied the integration of the AP Computer Science principles into middle school instruction 
around big data. The researchers aligned the core principles to Common Core Practices for 
Mathematics, and also selected Common Core standards that deal with data and CS principles. 
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They tested an approach that taught “Big Data” concepts to middle schoolers with generally 
positive results. Code.org is also working on revamping their middle school and elementary 
offerings as precursors to the AP CS Principles course (Code.org, 2016). 
With the realignment of the AP Computer Science curriculum, there now seem to be two 
discrete tracks – the AP Computer Science A track, which focuses on “hard” computer science 
and programming versus the new AP Computer Science Principles track, which doesn’t have the 
depth of coding as the AP Computer Science A, yet includes much more explicit computational 
thinking, human-computer interactions, and societal impacts of computing. There’s an open 
question about what the right balance is. The White House’s Computer Science for All initiative 
declares coding to be a basic skill (“FACT SHEET: President Obama Announces Computer 
Science For All Initiative,” 2016). Vee (2013) argues that computer coding is a basic literacy, 
and much as how written information in English is the key to civic engagement in modern life, 
coding will be the tool for engagement in the future. Shein (2014) largely concurs, but also notes 
that “thinking like a programmer” (computational thinking) may be a more pertinent skill for 
students in the digital age. There are still detractors, like Barba (2016) who argue that Wing’s 
definition of computational thinking is too watered-down, and includes thinking skills, but none 
of them are unique to computer science. Debugging and certain types of testing, for example, are 
skills which are unique to computer science, but are not part of the standard computational 
thinking models. 
Additionally, in late 2016, a K-12 curricular pathway was released by a collaborative 
group of several organizations including CSTA and ISTE. The framework identified 
computational thinking in the context of solving real-world problems as one of the core standards 
across all CS courses (K-12 Computer Science Framework, 2016). 
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Pedagogical Approaches to Teaching Code 
Computer science, by nature, would seem to lend itself to teaching in a project-based, 
artifact-rich environment. Brennan and Resnick (2012) completed a study identifying the relative 
value of different types of assessment approaches in computer science courses, resulting in 
suggestions for evaluating computational thinking within programming artifacts in Scratch. 
Hazzan et al. (2008) recommend a framework for designing courses, including recommendations 
for teacher licensure. Zendler and Klaudt (2015) examined the effect of different knowledge 
processes across different instructional strategies, and examined where direct instruction versus 
more hands-on approaches could be more beneficial. Fee and Holland-Minkleya (2010) provide 
a model for a more project-based approach in college computer science courses. 
A National Research Council committee attempted to define pedagogical approaches for 
computational thinking (Report of a Workshop of Pedagogical Aspects of Computational 
Thinking, 2011). The report defines a need for a process for computational thinking (rather than 
a list of skills), but fails to define what it could or should be. The report also indicated the needs 
for teacher professional learning, alignment to content standards, and the need for a connection 
to jobs and careers for students. 
While AP Computer Science A uses Java programming, AP Computer Science Principles 
(CS Principles) and programs from Code.org use block-based languages. Block-based languages 
use drag-and-drop blocks to represent computer code structures. Some applications, like 
Code.org’s platform and Google’s Blockly allow users to switch between blocks and JavaScript 
code. Because block-based languages are drag-and-drop and prompt the user for any required 
inputs, and because many languages such as Scratch and Google’s Blockly language also scaffold 
the user using colors, shapes, and matching connectors, they are often used to teach the basics of 
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computer programming without needing to get in to the specific and unique syntax of a 
programming language (Price & Barnes, 2015; Weintrop & Wilensky, 2015). Weintrop and 
Wilensky (2015) studied student perceptions of block-based programming, specifically focusing 
on ease of use and the difference between block programming and traditional programming 
languages. They studied several classes in a block language (Snap!) for five weeks, and for five 
weeks in Java. More than half of the students surveyed reported that learning programming in 
Snap! was easier than learning in Java. They specifically pointed to the ease of composition, 
block shapes and colors, and readability as advantages of Snap! and other block-based 
languages. They pointed towards a lack of authenticity, a lack of features and robustness, and the 
fact that coding in block languages requires more steps than Java as potential pitfalls but noted 
that these drawbacks don’t detract from block-based languages being an effective entry point for 
students learning to code. Price and Barnes noted that students using a block interface completed 
activities in less time and had more time on task than traditional text-based interfaces. Students 
also reported higher confidence in being able to program when using block-based languages.  
There is also much written about both game-based learning and physical computing in 
teaching computer science.  Since LOGO in the 1970s (Papert, 1972; Solomon, 1978), students 
have been using games and challenges to learn how to manipulate computers. Games have a 
significant impact on student motivation – even simple games that don’t have much graphical or 
technical sophistication (Papastergiou, 2009; Prensky, 2006). Physical computing, such as LEGO 
Mindstorms (Papert, 1993) are extremely popular with students who can control the LEGO 
robotics kits by programming them to complete certain tasks (Chung et al., 2014). Much of this 
has been folded in to what has become known as the “maker movement,” with students being 
able to “tinker” and use connected devices to explore coding and computational thinking in 
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greater depth (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014; Mohomed & Dutta, 2015; Olivares-Giles, 2015). 
Devices such as Arduino, Littlebits, and Sphero allow students to be able to explore both 
electronics, and computer science, while solving problems without extensive technical 
knowledge and also enables students who wouldn’t be interested in an on-screen activity (or who 
have an interest in the hardware) to be able to engage in new ways (Bers, Flannery, Kazakoff, & 
Sullivan, 2014; Olivares-Giles, 2015; Przybylla & Romeike, 2014; Rubio, Romero-Zaliz, 
Manoso, & De Madrid, 2015). With many schools not having formal computer science education 
programs, many coding activities can be undertaken with physical devices during so-called 
“Genius Hour” where students get a chance to explore topics of interest to them (Davis et al., 
2014).  
Design Thinking 
As a teacher in STEM schools, I completed many professional development sessions on 
design thinking, as design was a cornerstone of the STEM mindset for our school. Stanford’s 
Design School defines design thinking as a “process first defines the problem and then 
implements the solutions, always with the needs of the user demographic at the core of concept 
development.  This process focuses on needfinding, understanding, creating, thinking, and doing.  
At the core of this process is a bias towards action and creation: by creating and testing 
something, you can continue to learn and improve upon your initial ideas” (Stanford Design 
School, 2012). The process is broken down into a cycle consisting of five components (Figure 
2): “empathize, define, ideate, prototype, test” (Ingle, 2013). Design thinking, at the core, 
focuses on bridging the gap between the design and the end user. Kolko (2015) discusses the 
need for design thinking as an emergent property of systems and products that have grown  
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Figure 2. Components of Design Thinking (Ingle, 2013). 
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increasingly complex. Systems now integrate analog and digital processes, inputs from multiple 
users or a combination of user input plus additional data, and a series of complex dependencies. 
In building the system, design thinking keeps the end-user in mind in order to bring order into 
the system. 
Engaging in a design-thinking process is very much about designing for user experience, 
the emotional responses a system will produce, and being very strategic about what a system will 
do and NOT do (and how). Both Buchanan (1992) and Rittel and Webber (1973) describe design 
thinking as a tool for solving “wicked problems”. Wicked problems are the problems that the 
authors argue are the ones that designers and engineers are most likely to encounter – problems 
that are themselves unique and ill-defined, with no correct or concrete solutions, no defined 
stopping point, no “right” answers, and no pleasing everyone. Further, these problems don’t fit 
neatly into boxes (sciences or arts or math), they are “fuzzy”, and the disciplines needed to 
address components may not even be clear at the outset. This, in many ways is antithetical to the 
“traditional” schooling approach – where subjects are isolated and problems are typically pre-
defined to have definable steps, a known start, and a known solution. 
Studies such as Gattie and Wicklein (2007) indicate the value of teaching engineering 
design for student engagement in math and science and Carroll et al. (2010) noted how design 
processes sparked student imagination and creativity. They take it a step further by identifying a 
set of critical mindsets for design thinking, and link these mindsets to student engagement, 
excitement, and resiliency. Resiliency, and learning through failure and integration is another 
benefit of implanting a design thinking environment in classrooms, as noted by Goldberg and 
Nemcsok (2015). Scheer, Noweski, and Meinel (2012) argued that design thinking was the 
operationalization of constructivism. They conducted a comparison case study with two groups: 
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one completing a project using a design thinking approach, the other with a more traditional 
approach. The students and teachers were surveyed about their perceptions about the experience 
(focusing mostly on student engagement). The results were significantly more positive in favor 
of a design thinking approach, though it’s worth noting that there was no measure of actual 
learning employed in this study. Both Carroll et al. (2010) Doppelt, Mehalik, Schunn, Silk, and 
Krysinski (2008), among others, argue that engagement and creativity in a design-thinking 
context can measure learning, but that this learning may not be measured in the current system of 
standardized assessments. In fact, Doppelt’s team found that lower-achieving students produced 
better evidence of scientific thinking and concept mastery than the high-achieving students 
studied, even though standardized testing measures didn’t confirm these findings. Among all of 
the studies reviewed, there was a common theme about design thinking heightening skills in 
student creativity and critical thinking.  
Much of design thinking is a human-centered outgrowth of similar problem-solving 
processes. The scientific method is a formula for iterative design, where an assumption is tested 
to prove or disprove a particular hypothesis. The Deming cycle (plan/do/study/act) is also a 
commonly-used tool that is reflected in design thinking. 
However, while computational thinking practices could be aligned to a design thinking 
context, and I found many references to design thinking in computational thinking research, I 
was not able to locate a comprehensive “computational design thinking” framework. Polya 
(1957) created a problem-solving process commonly used in mathematics, which in many ways, 
could be a predecessor to the implementation of computational thinking habits of mind. 
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Data Literacy 
Both the K-12 CS framework and the Next Generation Science Standards include and 
stress the importance of data literacy as a key skill in the digital age (Committee on a Conceptual 
Framework for New K-12 Science Education Standards, 2012; Next Generation Science 
Standards, 2013; Sneider, Stephenson, Schafer, & Flick, 2014). Beyond doing statistics, the 
United Nations defines data literacy as the intersection between technical skills – the ability to 
crunch and display data, statistical skills – the knowledge of statistical techniques to analyze the 
data, and information literacy – the ability to collect data and understand what data is telling us 
(Independent Expert Advisory Group on a Data Revolution for Sustainable Development, 2014). 
More frequently, this is being referred to as “data science”. Much of this work is being done in 
the journalism field, which has produced a field guide for data scientists which identifies the 
need for data in investigations and includes a field guide to statistical techniques and technical 
resources (Gray, Bounegru, & Chambers, 2012a). Google News Lab also provides resources for 
data journalism and data storytelling, key components of both computational thinking and design 
(“Google News Lab,” n.d.). 
Social Context 
Rise of STEM Education 
As an educator, it’s impossible for me to go to any conference or workshop without 
hearing about the term “STEM” (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) in education. 
STEM education was originally known as SMET (or SMET-E) after federal agencies, most 
notably, the NSF, combined funding for Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology 
education grant projects (National Science Foundation, 1996). A staffer at the NSF objected to 
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the “SMET-E” acronym in 2001, as it was commonly pronounced “smutty”. She recommended 
the letters be reorganized as “STEM” instead (Petroski, 2014). 
While the acronym itself is relatively new, STEM education is not. The birth of the 
modern STEM education movement is generally accepted to be the launch of the Sputnik 
satellite in 1957 (Garrett, 2008). The launch of Sputnik led to the creation of the National 
Defense Education Act (Flemming, 1960). Arthur Fleming, who was at the time was the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare wrote about the rationale and purpose of the law. 
Primarily, the purpose of the law was to invest federal funding in STEM education and foreign 
languages. Title I of the policy states that “The Congress hereby finds and declares that the 
security of the Nation requires the fullest development of the mental resources and technical 
skills of its young men and women” (via Flemming, 1960). For four years, $70 million was 
provided to strengthen STEM and foreign language education. The act also provided for testing 
for gifted and talented students, and for research and implementation of early forms of 
educational technology. Flatteau (2007) noted that Title III of the NDEA funded matching grants 
to schools for science and laboratory equipment. This infusion of money was actually 
overmatched by local spending by almost $11 million (with a federal contribution of $560 
million). As a result, some states saw enrollments increase in foreign language courses by almost 
95%, and in science and math courses by almost 50%. Title IV of the program also funded 
45,829 graduate fellows from 1959-1973 for the purposes of increasing college faculty. The 
results of this program were generally positive for persons earning doctoral degrees, though 
outcomes were much more favorable for men than for women (Harmon, 1977). Harmon’s report 
did also report that a significant number of engineers got jobs in the private sector, and many 
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were published in peer-reviewed journals. Flatteau also noted that this program had measurable 
impacts on the number of teachers in K-12 schools with advanced degrees. 
Additionally, many new curricular programs, funded largely by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF), the Carnegie Corporation of New York, and the Rockefeller Brothers fund 
emerged during this time, partially through the birth of new organizations to lead curriculum 
reform efforts such as the Lawrence Hall of Science and the Education Development Center 
(EDC) (Bybee, 2013). Bybee also noted that by 1976, 60% of school districts were using 
federally funded science curricula. While many depictions of the Sputnik area tend to paint the 
time with an almost uniform nationalism, there were certainly detractors. Bybee noted that the 
federally funded math programs did not fare as well, with many educators supporting a return to 
traditional curricula as worries surfaced from mathematicians that concepts were too abstract, 
teachers didn’t have the content knowledge to teach the new curricula, and parents worried that 
the curriculum lacked significant focus on computational skills. This “new math” has since 
passed into the vernacular as something of a joke describing math that doesn’t quite “add up”, a 
description of a failed program, or a fad that doesn’t last. Dow (1991) chronicles the rise and fall 
of the MACOS (Man: A Course of Study). MACOS was a social studies curriculum largely 
focusing on humanism and human development, and became a flashpoint for right-wing outrage 
over curriculum reform, as it was believed by many to be too secularist and too anti-religion to 
be appropriate for American schools. Many people referred to MACOS as “communist 
indoctrination” and “a threat to democracy.” Bybee points to the controversy over MACOS in 
1976 as the end of the Sputnik-era curriculum reforms. 
Further pushes for STEM education came around with the 1983 report: A Nation at Risk 
(National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). This report cited lackluster 
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requirements for graduating students in science and mathematics, as well as a significant teacher 
shortage in STEM fields. The report goes on to recommend that all students take at least a half-
year of computer science as one of the “five new basics”, and to understand how computers work 
and their role in society. The report recommended that Science focuses on inquiry, application, 
and social implications of science and that Math follow a similar track with a focus on the 
application of math content to everyday problems. This report, among others, led to STEM 
grants and presidential awards for math and science in the Education for Economic Security Act 
of 1984 (Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2012).  
In the 1990s, we saw the aforementioned consolidation of federal funding into math and 
science grant programs. The 1996 science standards (National Committee on Science Education 
Standards and Assessment, 1996) were unique in that they focused solely on scientific inquiry, 
scientific thinking, and citizen science skills and didn’t include any recommendations on science 
content. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics released their first standards in 1989, 
followed by teacher guides and assessment guides in the 90s (Hekimoglu & Sloan, 2005). The 
mathematics standards focused on problem solving and developing conceptual understanding 
over computation and suffered many of the same criticisms as the ill-fated new math. The 1989 
standards increased the use of calculators and had a goal to provide mathematical power and 
equity for all students. An emphasis on basic computational standards was added in the 2000 
revision of the standards, and they saw much wider adoption.  
Much as Sputnik and the Cold War influenced educational reforms in the 60s and 80s, the 
attacks of September 11, 2001 have impacted the time since. The No Child Left Behind Act of 
2001 created the Math Science Partnership grant program, administered by the National Science 
Foundation, with the goal of bringing schools, museums, companies, and universities together to 
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create innovative programs to improve STEM education. This program is among the largest 
STEM education programs at the NSF (Kuenzi, 2008). The report Rising Above the Gathering 
Storm (National Academy of Sciences, 2005) stated that student proficiency and participation in 
STEM fields was falling behind other countries. Additionally, many viewed Thomas Friedman’s 
2005 book The World is Flat as a call to action to increase STEM education and the way 
American education prepares students to be globally-competitive (Sanders, 2009). The America 
COMPETES Act of 2007 (Kuenzi, 2008) was passed, and was a bill targeted at STEM education 
in the United States. President Obama’s 2009 Educate to Innovate program (The White House, 
2016) was launched with the goal of increasing STEM performance in US schools. In addition to 
bolstering corporate partnerships, and creating 100,000 new STEM teachers, and launching the 
White House Science Fair, and ties in to the STEM Education Act of 2015. 
Among the policy implications, the recent STEM revolution has seen a new set of 
curriculum reforms. Common Core Math started with the goal of reducing emphasis on rote 
memorization, in favor of critical thinking (Garland, 2014), which is in many ways similar to the 
“new math” and 1989 NCTM standards. Common Core math has faced similar controversies as 
previous math curricula, and has an uncertain future. The Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS) have also emerged in the past few years. While these standards focus more on science 
principles, engineering design, and critical thinking, they have faced backlash for including 
content such as evolution and global warming, and for what is perceived to be a lack of depth in 
certain content areas (Asif, 2013).  The NGSS includes computational thinking skills as an 
essential element, and aligns to both computer programming and computational thinking 
competencies (Sneider et al., 2014).  
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STEM Schools – Implications for Leadership 
Bybee (2013) points out that STEM Education is different than other types of school 
reform measures. Specifically, Bybee argues that STEM education done well is a whole school 
transformation and a transformation in the way instruction is done (versus “one-off” programs, 
or things done at the classroom level). Bybee defines four “versions” of STEM: STEM 1.0 where 
subjects are all taught separately, STEM 2.0 where any two STEM disciplines are integrated 
together, STEM 3.0 where three disciplines are integrated together, and STEM 4.0 where all four 
disciplines are integrated. Bybee points to the fact that STEM conversions in schools require 
careful planning and coordination to implement, and that consensus must be built for STEM 
initiatives to succeed. 
The Friday Institute at NC State University has developed a set of survey instruments to 
measure student and teacher attitudes and efficacy towards STEM education (Wiebe et al., 
2013).  The State of North Carolina has developed and validated rubrics and guides for creating a 
STEM school.  
If Bybee’s definition of STEM 4.0 is the integration of STEM subjects together, I would 
argue that STEM 5.0 is the blending of STEM and the Humanities. This is commonly referred to 
as STEAM (STEM+Arts), and is growing in popularity. Land (2013) points to the importance of 
the arts in maintaining student interest in STEM fields, and the importance of basic literacy in 
any advanced STEM career. Land argues that while STEM skills are critical in filling career 
requirements in the United States, the arts and creativity skills that STEAM brings are necessary 
to actually take engineering advances to market. 
Many schools are moving towards a STEM focus, and there is an opportunity to include 
computational thinking and data science in such a transformation. 
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Under-Represented Populations in Computer Science 
A 2011 report by the Department of Commerce (Beede et al., 2011) highlights the gender 
gap in STEM fields. Specifically, as of 2009, women made up only 24% of the STEM workforce 
in the United States, earned about 50% fewer STEM degrees than men, and experienced about a 
14% wage gap. Women were more prevalent in biological and life sciences, but still a 
significantly smaller percentage of the workforce than men. The tech industry is working on 
diversity in a more public way, as a majority of the tech industry employees are white men and 
this diversity gap is becoming a more prominent national focus (Martin, 2015). 
While women are a minority in computer science now, the field owes much of its 
existence to women. Some of the pioneers of computer science were women, including Ada 
Lovelace and Grace Hopper, the inventor of the first computer language (Sydell, 2014). Sydell’s 
report with NPR notes that many women in the 1930s and 40s got degrees in mathematics, and 
while many went on to be teachers, others went on to work as mathematicians for the engineers 
working on early electronics and space programs. In 1984, almost 37% of computer science 
graduates were women, and that has plummeted to 18% by 2014 (Google, 2014). 
Both Sydell and Margolis and Fisher (2002) note that much of the drop in computer 
science majors in the 1980s could be attributed to the release of the personal computer, and the 
marketing of personal computers to males. The early computers for the home were treated more 
as toys and vehicles for games, and were marketed almost exclusively to boys. Margolis and 
Fisher (2002) conducted interviews with 263 students at Carnegie Mellon University to 
understand the effects of this growing gender gap. Many computer games are targeted towards 
young boys. As computer labs proliferated through schools in the 90s, and as boys computer use 
increased, boys often retreated to the computer labs in their schools as a safe haven from the 
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lunchroom and the other spaces where boys who were labeled “nerdy” would try to avoid 
(Margolis & Fisher, 2002). The researchers noted that because these boys often knew more about 
the computers than the school staff, they became troubleshooters, and found a sense of place and 
belonging at a time where most students struggle to find that. As a personal aside, this resonated 
pretty heavily with me, because I point to this exact experience as the one that propelled me 
towards a career in computer science education. However, the computer lab being the territory of 
young boys did further the perception that computers were for boys, and girls who weren’t as 
interested in computers or weren’t as skilled didn’t belong in the space.  
As computers became more prolific (and as computer science became more “geeky”), 
this became an issue for girls, as there was an expectation of prerequisite knowledge that girls 
may not have had if they didn’t take computer science classes in high school, or have the same 
intensity of interest as the boys. Margolis and Fisher (2002) discuss the predominance of the 
emergent “geek culture” of the 1990s and 2000s as a discourager for girls entering the field. 
Many girls who entered as computer science majors felt isolated and “behind” (even though they 
weren’t), and many changed majors. 
The research prompted changes in the computer science program at Carnegie Mellon 
University, and enrollment in the CS program had increased from 7% female in 1995 to 42% in 
2000, and persistence of female students to graduate had matched that of men. Margolis and 
Fisher found that a student’s prior experience with computers before college wasn’t an accurate 
predictor of college success, so CMU removed that from admissions requirements. They created 
a course that looks a lot like the AP Computer Science course to talk about computers and their 
role in society without delving into programming, with the hope of capturing a more broad-based 
interest prior to getting in to the “heavy” content. They renewed their attention on pedagogy and 
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attempted to make their CS-program more applicable to real life situations. They created targeted 
groups for girls and worked to create a more inclusive culture in the school as a whole. They did 
much more targeted outreach to girls in high school and middle school, trying to get kids 
involved early. Google’s 2014 report noted that “encouragement, exposure, self-perception, and 
career perception” were four important factors to consider when attempting to get girls more 
engaged in computer science. 
While gender diversity is a significant issue in computer science, the gap in race is much 
more significant. Google’s workforce is 59% white, and only 2% black (Google, 2016). 
Facebook is 55% white, but only 2% black (Williams, 2015). In both companies, Asians are the 
second largest ethnic group. This significant gap between black and white has garnered national 
attention, and is one of the rationales behind the Computer Science for All initiative. There’s 
debate about whether this is a pipeline problem, an issue with companies being unable to recruit 
or retain black people, or a matter of people simply hiring those that look like them (Martin, 
2015). Jane Margolis along with a new group of collaborators completed another study of 
computer science involvement, this time targeting differences in race (Margolis, Estrella, Goode, 
Holme, & Nao, 2008). The authors point out that while technology was once billed as the “great 
equalizer”, it has in fact furthered gaps for students. The authors look at three schools in Los 
Angeles. They noted that while one school was awash in technology, there were no programming 
courses in the school. There was at one point, but they had trouble getting students to enroll, and 
the problems presented were not interesting to the students. They cite barriers such as scheduling 
and overcrowding, an over-emphasis on testing and accountability, and a lack of access to 
computer science curricula as other parries. They cited issues of lack of teacher training, lack of 
equipment in other classes that used computers (video production, for example), and a lack of 
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district investment in making computer science a priority. The authors cite a lack of role models 
and possibly an over-emphasis on sports for black kids as a potential barrier to increasing interest 
in computer science. Kids of color and poor kids are much less likely to have computers in the 
home than a white student or a wealthier counterpart. Additionally, many portrayals of computer 
users in marketing and in the media are white males. As a result, many of the issues regarding 
access and marketing and perception of computers as a “white male” domain manifests for 
minority students the same as for girls. Additionally, because of the aforementioned idea of 
“claimed spaces” in computer labs, black kids often felt excluded the same as girls did. Also, 
since many schools traditionally only offered computer science at the AP level, with heavy math 
prerequisites, many students who were lower performing or who are less likely to take AP 
classes in the first place were excluded from being able to participate in whatever computer 
science program a school may offer. The authors point to the fact that computer science is an 
elective, and that many schools either don’t care what electives a student takes, don’t know 
student interests well enough to help them make informed decisions, or make assumptions on 
behalf of the student, rather than helping them to cultivate their interests. 
As a result of their investigation, the authors created an AP Computer Science teachers 
institute for teachers in the Los Angeles school district. They noted one school where the 
summer institute inspired a teacher to create a computer science course. They did find the 
principal, along with other school and district leadership, was the lynchpin that could make or 
break a CS initiative. They were instrumental in getting the program set up, driving students into 
the program (the authors noted that after two years, enrollment in the course had doubled, latinx 
enrollment had quadrupled and female enrollment had tripled. However, they were instrumental 
in killing the program, when student performance gaps in mathematics required schools to shift 
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teachers from teaching computer science to teaching math. The gains in enrollment were largely 
attributed to a support program that was set up at UCLA, where students would be bussed to the 
campus on Saturdays and supported in the AP Computer Science curriculum. They found that 
being on a college campus, and that the attention from actual students in the field, was 
instrumental in student success. 
Google (2015) conducted another study indicating that students who are poor or who 
come from less-educated households are much less likely to have computers in the home, and 
less likely to have an adult in the home that works with computers. They noted that students who 
are black or Hispanic are less likely to attend a school that offers a computer science course. 
Also, parents with high incomes were much more likely to believe that students should be 
required to learn computer science. However, the study finds that it’s simply not a priority for 
school districts among the other priorities they have. 
This is one of the values of computational thinking, in that it can begin to introduce 
conversations about computer science, yet requires very little overhead from districts and 
teachers. Other programs like the aforementioned FIRST Robotics and programs targeting 
minorities with mentorship and exposure opportunities are successfully getting students involved 
in these fields. 
Teacher Professional Learning 
Effective Practices for Teacher Professional Learning 
Primarily, the MOOC-Ed being developed is designed to (1) expose teachers to a 
framework and process for digital age problem solving and (2) encourage them to use these 
processes with their students. The decision to encourage teachers to go through the process as a 
learner is influenced by Clarke & Hollingsworth’s Interconnected Model of Professional Growth 
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(Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002). Specifically, before a teacher can experience outcomes with 
students, they will need to be exposed to the information and learn more (“personal domain”) 
and have a chance to experiment and try something new “domain of practice”. Additionally, by 
scaffolding one new skill set per week, along with opportunities to try, fail, and discuss with 
peers, we are creating support spaces and spaces for modeling and support (Gulumhussein, 
2013). Gulumhussein identifies five key principles for effective professional learning: enough 
time for participants to demonstrate mastery, support during implementation (which will be 
accomplished through use of micro-credentials), active exposure to new content, modeling, and 
content-specific. 
Rise of MOOCs 
At the turn of the century, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) launched the 
OpenCourseWare project. The eventual goal of OpenCourseWare was to make all of the content 
of the undergraduate and graduate courses at MIT available to the world, for free (Abelson, 
2008). This was the first time that such an endeavor had been undertaken, and it took off, with 
multiple universities getting involved in 2005 and forming the OpenCourseware Consortium. 
This eventually led to the idea of running courses, open to all on the Internet, with the first 
significant reference to such an idea being credited to George Siemens and Stephen Downes 
(McAuley, Stewart, Siemens, & Cormier, 2010). MOOCs as defined here are what later became 
known as cMOOCs (Daniel, 2012). Based on connectivist principles, cMOOCs are online 
courses that were made available, where students self-organized and proceeded in learning 
communities and these self-organized groups proceeded to work together, sometimes 
independently of the central course site to learn the course material (McAuley et al., 2010). By 
contrast, a xMOOC is based more on  traditional courses with larger numbers of students (Bates, 
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2014) and include the types of materials and formats you would traditionally find in an online 
course, including a centralized Learning Management System. Coursera, Udacity, and edX are 
the largest commercial and non-profit MOOC providers. Their courses are examples of 
xMOOCs (Daniel, 2012). 
While MOOCs have been heralded as the “future of education” in many circles, the 
evidence is less than conclusive. Completion rates for MOOCs has traditionally been extremely 
low, hovering below 10%  (Clow, 2013; Daniel, 2012). Having participated in several MOOCs 
(while completing none), I am not sure completion is a good metric to use. There have been 
several MOOCs where I have learned things that are useful, but I did not have the time or 
inclination to complete the entire course. The course was still valuable to me and my learning, 
even if I was unable to complete it. For others, the stresses of daily life prevented me from 
returning to the course. I would question if completion is a valid metric in a context where credit 
is not being awarded, and a user is opting in to participation with no stakes (MOOCs are 
typically free, so there is no financial incentive to complete). DeBoer et al. (2014) recommends a 
shift away from completion metrics, to allowing participants to define their criteria for success, 
and measuring that. They recommend looking at a user’s initial intention to complete and 
attempting to measure why drop-offs in that subpopulation occur, and note that participant 
patterns and behaviors in MOOCs (and the fact that interactions are recorded granularly) can 
provide better insight into their intentions and motivations.  
While adaptations of MOOCs into university courses have been less than successful 
(Kolowich, 2013), MOOCs have been seen as being useful for professional development 
(Kleiman & Wolf, 2015; Milligan & Littlejohn, 2014; Vivian, Falkner, & Falkner, 2014).  
Milligan and Littlejohn (2014) note that many teachers didn’t fully exploit the potential value of 
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the MOOCs they studied, but Vivian et al. (2014) did note the value of MOOCs for teachers in 
rural areas who do not have ready access to professional learning. Friday Institute MOOCs, as 
studied by Kleiman and Wolf (2015), Avineri (2016), and Kellogg (2014) all noted positive 
results for teacher participants, specifically with respect to mathematical concept knowledge 
(Avineri, 2016), and peer-supported learning (Kellogg, 2014).  
Discussion forums in online course environments remains a challenge. Many participants 
tend to engage in lower-level discussions, either “shouting into the void” and sharing their 
responses without engaging in high-quality dialogue, or participants tend to engage in superficial 
responses such as “I agree” or “good job” (Gunawardena, Lowe, & Anderson, 1997; Kellogg, 
Booth, & Oliver, 2014; Stump, DeBoer, Whittinghill, & Breslow, 2013). 
Badging and Micro-Credentials 
With the availability of information on the Internet, and the immediate access to 
information, it is now more possible than ever before to learn new information and skills outside 
of formal structures. Participants can learn from sites such as MIT Open Courseware, as well as 
through MOOCs, even if the user doesn’t earn a certificate. Additionally, in technology contexts, 
the possession of specific skills can be much more highly valued over a degree or formal 
certification. The Mozilla Open Badge architecture has aimed to solve this problem by creating 
digital badges as a way to represent skills. Mozilla has created a technical architecture and a 
framework for this (Mozilla, 2011). The Open Badge architecture has become the de facto 
standard for digital badging and has been adopted into several Learning Management Systems, 
including Moodle. Open Badges can be displayed on a LinkedIn profile. The badge ecosystem, 
outlined by Mozilla (2011) depends on cooperation among a series of major actors. Mozilla has 
developed a JSON-based metadata standard for badges, which are in effect, an image and the 
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JSON-based metadata (Open Badges Alliance, 2016). The ecosystem of badging depends on 
issuers (organizations which will issue badges) and assessors (individuals and organizations who 
will assess whether a person meets the criteria for a badge), developers who develop the badge 
and metadata, as well as the assessments necessary for issuance; endorsers such as a school 
district or employer who will lend additional value and acknowledgement to a badge. Ideally, 
badges can be assessed and issued independently of the developer, though I have seen very few 
examples of this in practice. However, theoretically, a badge could be developed by one party, 
issued by another, and assessed by a third or by peer review. The key value proposition for 
badges is that they can demonstrate mastery of specific skills, and the method used to learn these 
skills is irrelevant – the badge assesses mastery, not the learning process.  
In an education context, badges are being used by several school districts in North 
Carolina as a way to acknowledge teacher professional learning – the districts providing badges 
are asking teachers to use a technology tool and submit evidence that they have integrated the 
tool into their instruction to earn the badge. Whether they learn how to use the tool by 
experimentation, using an online tutorial, or from a peer is irrelevant, the quality of the product is 
what is assessed. Digital Promise is currently rolling out a national model of micro-credentials 
for teachers (Digital PromiseCenter for Teaching Quality, 2016), though as of right now, there 
are very few endorsers of these micro-credentials.  
   
 
CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
MOOC Course Design 
The MOOC-Ed Course at the center of this study is titled Computational Thinking and 
Design: Getting Started with Digital-Age Problem Solving. The course is introductory, as it is 
assumed that many teachers may not have deep pre-existing knowledge of this content. The 
course introduces computational thinking based on the ISTE/CSTA (2011) definition of 
computational thinking, along with a modified version Stanford Design School definition of 
design thinking (Hasso Plattner Institute of Design, 2013). Data literacy is also emphasized, 
though there is significant overlap with both design thinking and computational thinking, with 
the growing fields of data science and data journalism (Gray, Bounegru, & Chambers, 2012b) 
providing relevant examples. I have worked to select strategies of computational thinking that 
align to each phase of the design process, as illustrated in Figure 3. The strategies are not 
exclusive to that phase of the process, but as the place where it appeared most likely a participant 
would engage with those skills. 
This course is developed and hosted as a part of the MOOC-Ed program at the William 
and Ida Friday Institute for Educational Innovation at North Carolina State University. The 
course will be hosted in a platform called The PLACE (Professional Learning and Collaboration 
Environment). The PLACE is an implementation of the Moodle open source learning 
management system, which has been customized in the course of my work with the Friday 
Institute. All modifications are open-sourced and documented on the GitHub platform. The 
application is hosted using Amazon Web Services (AWS). The database is hosted using 
Amazon’s Relational Database Service (RDS) with access restricted to application components 
within the local subnet on AWS. 





Figure 3. Computational Thinking and Design (Digital Age Problem Solving Cycle). 
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I also have write access to the database, and Friday Institute researchers are able to access 
the database using an openSSH tunnel secured with a password-protected private key along with 
a mobile push-notification-based second-factor authentication. The application front-end is 
hosted on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) machine instances, which are connected to 
Amazon’s Elastic Load Balancer to ensure high availability and low latency access to the 
application. Course assets are hosted using Amazon’s Simple Storage Service, and course videos 
are stored using private videos on a Google Apps for Education channel on YouTube. 
Participant-generated assets are stored using Amazon’s Elastic File System, along with file-level 
caching. In-memory caching is accomplished using Amazon’s Elasticache service running a 
Memcached server. 
The MOOC-Ed program is arranged around four major design principles (Kleiman & 
Wolf, 2015): peer-supported learning, job-embedded learning, self-directed learning, and 
multiple voices on course content. In this course, job-embedded learning is demonstrated by 
participants engaging with course content using a set of simulations and in application to practice 
via micro-credentials, and brainstorming how to connect the course content with their students or 
in their contexts. Peer-supported learning is manifested by users posting and sharing their work 
in the discussion forums. Because users can choose to complete the course or not, engage with 
only certain parts of the course or the entire course, and they can choose to attempt micro-
credentials or not, users can create self-directed pathways through the course. Additionally, 
course videos will feature educators, industry professionals, and experts using the skills 
presented, bringing in multiple voices and perspectives. 
The Computational Thinking and Design MOOC-Ed is the sixth in a series of courses 
made possible with funding from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. The first three 
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courses were titled Fraction Foundations, Disciplinary Literacy for Deeper Learning and 
Teaching Statistics Through Data Investigations. These three courses launched in the fall of 
2014. Teaching Statistics Through Data Investigations has run seven additional times since the 
additional launch, and Disciplinary Literacy has run one additional time. The fractions course 
was developed by Theresa Gibson, Dr. Shaun Kellogg, Dr. Sherry Freeman, and Dr. Glenn 
Kleiman. The statistics course was developed by Dr. Hollylynne Lee and Theresa Gibson and the 
disciplinary literacy course was developed by Dr. Hiller Spires and Erin Lyjak. The remaining 
three courses from the Hewlett Foundation funding are launching in the fall of 2016 and the 
spring of 2017. Aside from this course, the other two are called Teaching Mathematics with 
Technology (developed by Dr. Karen Hollebrands, Theresa Gibson, and Dr. Gemma Mojica) and 
Teaching Statistics Through Inferential Reasoning (developed by Dr. Hollylynne Lee and Dr. 
Gemma Mojica). The very first MOOC-Ed course was developed by Dr. Glenn Kleiman and Dr. 
Mary Ann Wolf, and was entitled Leading the Digital Learning Transition. This course was 
designed for school leadership teams embarking on transitions to digitally-enabled learning 
environments. Other courses that have been developed by the Friday Institute including Learning 
Differences (created by Lauren Acree, Alex Dreier, Dr. Lisa Hervey, Brittany Miller, Mark 
Samberg, and Dr. Mary Ann Wolf) and Coaching Digital Learning (created by Dr. Lisa Hervey , 
Brittany Miller, and Jaclyn Stevens). Supplemental funding for this MOOC-Ed is provided by 
NC State University’s Game-Changing Research Incentive Program (GRIP), with some funding 
for future runs of the course funded as a part of the iCS4All grant – a grant awarded to East 
Carolina University by the National Science Foundation for the purposes of bringing 
computational thinking into the arts classroom. 
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Over 25,000 people have registered for MOOC-Ed courses since the first one launched in 
2013. All 50 states, and over 90 countries are represented. While completion for most courses is 
around 7-10%, nearly all of the participants surveyed in all of the courses indicate that they have 
found value in the course experience.  
Since the working assumption was that most course participants have limited exposure to 
computational thinking or design thinking before joining the course, it would be helpful for them 
to engage in the process as a learner before transferring to their classrooms. Therefore, the 
MOOC-Ed course provided participants to work through the design process and engage in 
computational thinking skills using a set of activities. 
Each element of the design cycle is a unit within the course, along with an overview 
introductory unit. Each unit lasts one or two weeks, however, participants may choose to engage 
with a unit for longer as needed. 
Each unit consists of the following components: 
 Introduction: The introduction features an overview and definition of the elements to 
be introduced within the unit. Introductions are presented as both text and video, and 
will also feature engineers, architects, teachers, and other practitioners who utilize the 
elements in their work. 
 Dig Deeper: Text page that presents the relevant elements of design thinking, 
computational thinking, and data literacy while describing how they interact and 
explains how they could be implemented in real life. 
 Activity or simulation: An activity to help participants engage with the elements of 
the unit. This includes having participants engage with the skills presented by 
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reviewing a scenario (usually unrelated to education) and discussing a prompt related 
to unit content. 
 Resources: Websites, articles, and further readings to help participants dig deeper in 
to the instructional content if they are inclined to do so. 
 Classroom Application: Participants discuss the applications of unit content to their 
instructional practice. Peers can provide feedback or critiques. 
 Micro-credentials: Credentials will provide teachers with an opportunity to engage 
with course content in their real contexts 
Micro-Credentials and Completion Certificates 
As a part of the course, participants have the opportunity to earn both micro-credentials 
and a certificate of completion. In order to earn a certificate of completion, displaying ten contact 
hours, that can be used in many school districts towards Continuing Education Units of credit 
(CEU), participants must have completed the discussion forums in each unit and certify that they 
have spent at least ten hours on the course. 
A micro-credential is a competency-based measure of learning. Participants earn a 
credential that indicates that they have a specific skill. Multiple micro-credentials that build upon 
each other are referred to as a “stack”. This course guided participants towards earning micro-
credentials in a new stack entitled Digital-Age Problem Solving. The stack follows the design 
process, with one credential per phase of the process. Micro-credentials issued by the Friday 
Institute include an estimated number of hours so that earners can earn continuing education 
credit in their districts. Because of the nature of micro-credentials, it may take some earners 
much more time than the listed amount, and others much less time. A list of the micro-
credentials can be found in Table 4.   
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Table 4 







Objective, as Provided to Earners 
   
Understanding the 
Context 
2.5 Earners of this micro-credential will be 
able to identify a problem of practice for 
them or their students and engage in a 
process of identifying the people, systems, 
and structures that impact this problem. 
 
Telling Stories With 
Data 
5 Earners of this micro-credential will 
engage in a data collection process and will 
be able to parse a data-set, identify the key 
points, and be able to present the data in a 
way that is easily understood by others. 
   
Defining the Problem 5 Earners of this micro-credential will be 
able to take a large, ill-defined problem 
and break it down into its component parts.  
   
Creating Solutions 5 Earners of this micro-credential will work 
towards solving problems identified in 
earlier micro-credential submissions and 
engage in the process of creating 
algorithms to express their solutions.  
   
Testing and Evaluating 
Solutions 
5 Earners of this micro-credential will be 
able to identify how their proposed 
solutions will impact the problems they 





It is expected that participants will continue to earn micro-credentials after the course has 
concluded. A participant interested in earning a micro-credential is provided with a list of 
requirements for the credential as well as a scoring rubric that indicates how their submissions 
will be scored. Rubrics are scored on a two-point scale: “yes” or “not yet”. The first 50 
submissions are scored by myself and another member of the Friday Institute staff using a pre-
established process to validate reliability and quality of the scoring rubric. A third member of the 
staff serves as a reviewer in the event that there are disagreements between the other two 
reviewers. Participants are provided their rubric results, any feedback, and if earned, a micro-
credential compatible with the Mozilla Open Badges metadata standards. 
Participant Population 
The participant population was self-selected. MOOC-Ed courses are publicly available, 
and anyone may sign up. In general, is made clear on the website that the courses are designed 
for educators of students in grades 3-12, but access was not restricted (and in fact, we had people 
from education and non-education spaces, working with infants through adults). Because this 
course was running in parallel with five other MOOC-Ed courses, it was marketed through 
existing channels including social media, by email announcement, and by direct marketing to 
interested professional organizations. The Friday Institute Communications Team handles 
marketing efforts for all MOOC-Ed courses, including social media, listing on blogs, and email 
marketing. There were no fees for any participants to take the course or earn a certificate of 
completion or micro-credential. 
MOOC-Ed courses traditionally enroll between 500 and 1,000 participants. Courses 
typically hit this range, though some have been as many as 2,000. This course fell just short of 
these projections with 498 participants enrolling. Based on past MOOC-Ed course analytics, 
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50% of people who register will never engage with the course content. 25% of registrants will 
engage with the first half of the course material, and only 7-10% of course participants will earn 
a certificate of completion or complete a micro-credential.  
Because computational thinking and computer science tend to be related, it is possible 
that people viewed the content of this course as something that they may not feel comfortable 
pursuing. The marketing materials for the course made it clear that there is no coding experience 
required for the course (we also limited the use of the term “computational thinking” to 
audiences that would understand it). Additionally, I was curious as to how many of the 
participants in the courses are in STEM schools, so a question about this was added to the 
registration survey, located in Appendix D.  
Research Agenda 
As a part of the larger MOOC-Ed program, and this course, funded by a grant from the 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, there is an existing research agenda that parallels this 
work and will provide additional data sources for use within this study. When registering for an 
account on the PLACE platform, users are asked a series of demographic survey questions. 
When enrolling in a course, the user is asked a series of short survey questions. The process is 
intentionally two-step to reduce the need to collect duplicate information.  
Additionally, all courses contain a unit feedback survey found at the end of each weekly 
unit along with an end of course survey. All pre-existing surveys are listed in Appendix C. The 
end-of-course survey includes questions about how participants have made changes in their 
practice as a result of participating in this course. I have added a question asking users for 
consent to follow-up with interview questions. Participation in the demographic and registration 
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surveys are mandatory for participation in the MOOC-Ed. Other surveys are optional. Additional 
questions to the registration survey for this study, which are listed in Appendix D. 
Data from existing survey instruments will be combined with new data for this study. A 
list of research questions and data sources can be found in Table 5. 
Quantitative Analysis 
The survey data and course analytics provide the basis for the quantitative analysis of the 
course. I analyzed survey data to determine the potential impact that this course has on practice 
by generating descriptive statistics. Course analytics, including page views, forum posts, and 
engagement with the resources were analyzed to provide insight into how participants engaged 
with the course (Greller & Drachsler, 2012; Long & Siemens, 2011).  
Qualitative Analysis 
Qualitative data from the course, including user forum posts, and micro-credential 
submissions were loaded into NVIVO and coded from a grounded theory perspective (Corbin & 
Strauss, 1998; Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2013), specifically looking at the development of 
community, evidence of use of the course content, and changes in practice. Posts were also 
coded to examine the types of interactions using the Transcript Analysis Framework (Gao, 
Wang, & Sun, 2009). Additionally, participants who completed the final survey or submitted a 
micro-credential were randomly selected and invited to participate in an interview. Interview 
questions can be found in Appendix D and focused on how practice has been impacted by the 
course content. Interview sessions were conducted in August of 2017 since many teachers were 
out of school for the summer soon after the course ended.  
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Table 5 
Research Questions and Analysis Plan 
 
Research Question Data Collection Outputs Timeline 
    
How are teachers able to 
integrate digital-age 














will be analyzed 





    
To what extent is the 
conceptual framework a 
useful tool for teachers? 
Interview questions 
Discussion forum posts 





forums will be 






    
How useful is the MOOC-


















    
What elements of the 
MOOC were the most 
helpful for teachers? 
End-of-course survey 
data 











CHAPTER 4: DATA COLLECTION 
Development of the Computational Thinking and Design MOOC-Ed began in November 
of 2016. I built an outline for the course, refined the conceptual framework, created the week-by-
week outline for the MOOC, and identified an early set of resources and goals for each unit, with 
input from professional development colleagues and subject-matter experts at the Friday 
Institute. In December, a group of faculty and staff from NC State and ECU, along with 
representatives from the computer programming industry came to the Friday Institute to review 
the course design and offer feedback. The course went live in early January, titled Problem 
Solving in the Digital Age: Getting Started with Computational Thinking and Design. Based on 
input from Friday Institute leadership, the course name was changed to Computational Thinking 
and Design: Getting Started with Digital Age Problem Solving in an effort to capture the 
momentum around computational thinking in the larger education space. From January until 
March, while participants were registering for the course, I was working on developing the 
content. The course started on March 1, 2017 and ended eight weeks later, though participants 
could still complete requirements through May 30, 2017. Units were launched every one or two 
weeks (see Appendix E) and were available for the duration of the course. 
This chapter will examine the interactions within the course and the resulting impacts on 
participant practice. The first section will identify how participants were recruited into the 
course. The second section will examine the process for discarding non-participants to develop 
an analysis population. The remainder of the chapter will review how these participants 
interacted with the course and will examine both their perceptions of the course and how their 
practice may have been impacted. At the conclusion of the chapter, the data will be summarized 
to address the four research questions:
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 RQ1: How are educators able to integrate digital-age problem solving into their 
instructional practices? 
 RQ2: To what extent is the digital-age problem solving conceptual framework a 
useful tool for teachers? 
 RQ3: How useful is the MOOC-Ed in strengthening participants’ understanding of 
computational thinking? 
 RQ4: What elements of the MOOC were the most helpful for teachers? 
MOOC Participants 
Recruitment 
Recruitment for participants in the MOOC-Ed began in January of 2017. The Friday 
Institute Communications Team created a promotional video for the MOOC-Ed Course (Friday 
Institute for Educational Innovation, n.d.) to be featured on the course homepage and various 
social media platforms (see Figure 4). I created a series of slides which could be used as images 
in Facebook and Twitter posts (see Figure 5). Using the iContact platform, the Communications 
Specialist sent promotional emails to all past enrollees of MOOC-Ed courses, as well as to 
several partner organizations. The Friday Institute also purchased electronic advertisements 
which ran on Facebook, Twitter, Google, and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM) website. Friday Institute staff members also promoted the course on their personal 
social media accounts. As a result of all marketing efforts, 400 participants enrolled in the 
MOOC-Ed. Based on self-reported data collected enrollment (see Table 6), approximately 30% 
of referrals came from the email campaign, while another 25% came from referrals from peers or 
supervisors. The survey does not differentiate how the peers or supervisors referred them to the 
course, so it is possible that these referrals are from the email campaign or from social media.










Figure 5. Social media marketing slide for CTD MOOC-Ed.  
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Table 6  
 
User-Reported Referrals to the MOOC-Ed Course 
 
Source Referral Count 
  




Search Engine (Google, Bing, etc.) 45 
  




Professional organization 25 
  


















Other Email 3 
  
Class central 2 
  








Table 6 (continued) 
 
Source Referral Count 
  
Digital Promise 1 
  








Social media accounted for approximately 9% of referrals, while paid advertisements accounted 
for less than 5% of referrals. Additionally, of the 400 users enrolled, 198 had enrolled in at least 
one other MOOC-Ed course since the summer of 2015. Comparison data from Summer 2013-
Summer 2015 was not available because of a systems architecture change. 
While computational thinking and design thinking are common terms in certain circles, it 
is not clear to what extent these terms (and their importance) have reached teachers. Therefore, 
marketing for this course was a challenge – crafting a message to people who were possibly 
unfamiliar with computational thinking, or did not think it applied in their work. The marketing, 
therefore, focused on defining and explaining, as well as marketing the “problem solving” angle 
of the course content. 
Study Population 
Course registration opened on January 14, 2017 and was available through the end of the 
course on May 30, 2017. During this time, 400 users enrolled. Typically, approximately half of 
the people who register for a MOOC do not return post-registration (Jordan, 2015), and this 
holds true for the Computational Thinking and Design MOOC-Ed. It is necessary to discard 
users who did not return to the course after registration so that participant demographics and 
surveys are reflective of participants who actually engaged in the course. Users who did not 
return to the course after enrollment, and any user who did not interact with more than five 
course elements were removed from this analysis. This threshold was determined by manual 
review of all users with at least one interaction. All users with five or fewer interactions did not 
create any discussion forum posts, nor did they return to the course after a single visit. It is 




An interaction is defined as a click on any of the pages within the course, playing any of 
the videos embedded in the course, clicking a link to any outside resource linked within the 
course, accessing the forums or forum posts, and posting or replying to a forum post. 
Engagement in the course varies widely, with some users only logging only a few 
interactions, and others logging over 1,000. Some users were very active in the course, accessing 
each page, reviewing the resources, and interacting deeply in the forums. Others were “lurkers” 
who reviewed the course content and discussion posts, but never interacted with other 
participants in the forums. Some users logged interactions in each unit in the course, others 
jumped around or interacted only with certain units. All of these interactions are considered valid 
measures of engagement, as they can still meet their learning goals according to the MOOC-Ed 
design principles as defined by Kleiman and Wolf (2015).   
Based on the criteria specified above, 195 users were included in this analysis. When 
users created their account, they were required to provide answers to several demographic 
questions, found in Figure 6. 64.6% of participants identified as female, and 34.9% users 
identified as male. One user declined to identify. A majority of users (116) reported having 
earned a Master’s degree, though all levels of educational attainment were reported from high 
school degree through college diploma.  
When creating accounts, users were also asked to provide their location (city, state, 
country), which can be found in Figure 7 (United States) and Figure 8 (worldwide). In total, 
participants in the course hailed from 33 states in the United States, and 33 countries from across 
the world. The United States was the most frequently-represented, which is expected since 







































































Of the 195 participants in the sample population, 140 were from the United States. Within the 
United States, North Carolina was the most frequently-represented state in the course, with 49 
participants. The Friday Institute, being located in North Carolina, has an advantage in attracting 
participants in North Carolina, due to name recognition and marketing reach. The difference in 
the number of North Carolina teachers relative to other locations is significant – Florida, New 
York, and California followed behind in terms of number of participants, with eleven, seven, and 
seven, respectively.  Worldwide, the next largest groups of participants were from Canada, India, 
and Italy with eight, five, and four participants respectively. The remainder were from countries 
scattered around the world. From the course discussion forums, I learned that British Columbia, 
Australia, and a handful of US States (Massachusetts, Ohio and Arkansas) have the elements of 
digital-age problem solving in their curricula already, which may drive adoption in future 
courses. 
Enrollment is a two-step process by design. Basic demographic questions are only 
required to be provided once, regardless of how many courses in which a user wishes to enroll. A 
second survey, administered once a user has created an account but after they click the button to 
enroll in a course, is specific to each course. This survey asks questions specific to the user’s 
motivations and goals for taking the course. This process limits duplicate information provided 
by users enrolling in multiple courses, though many questions are similar across courses for 
evaluation purposes. A summary of the results of these data for the sample population can be 
found in Figure 9. Both LeBar (2014) and Kleiman and Wolf (2015) argue that MOOC 
completion is an invalid metric to use to evaluate a MOOC – participants may gain knowledge 












In this MOOC, only 24 of 195 participants (12%) indicated that they were enrolling in the 
course in order to earn a certificate of completion. A majority of the sample population (57.9%) 
indicated that they were enrolling in the course in order to deepen their understanding of the 
course topics, with another 21.5% indicating that they were enrolling to collect resources to use 
in practice. The survey also asked users if they were in a school or organization with a STEM 
focus. This survey was essentially evenly split (47% responding “yes”, the remainder as “no” or 
“I’m not sure”). 
In the course enrollment survey, users were also asked to self-assess their current 
familiarity with design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy. While there are some 
minor differences, participant familiarity was relatively consistent between the three concepts. 
With respect to computational thinking, only 50 of 195 participants (25.6%) reported as being 
“extremely familiar” or “moderately familiar” with the content. Thirty-one (15.9%) reported as 
being “not at all familiar” with the course content. The remainder responded that they were 
“somewhat familiar” or “slightly familiar.” With respect to design thinking, 53 of 195 
participants (27.1%) reported as being “extremely familiar” or “moderately familiar” with the 
content, with 39 (20%) reported as being “not at all familiar” with the course content. The 
remainder responded that they were “somewhat familiar” or “slightly familiar”. A larger number 
of participants (61, or 31.3%) reported being “extremely familiar” or “moderately familiar” with 
the concept of data literacy, with 31 (15.9%) responding as “not at all familiar. 
Engagement 
Earning a certificate of completion was not a primary motivator for many course 
participants. Engagement needed to be defined beyond earning a certificate to encapsulate both 
the stated motivations of participants and the fact that non-completion may still impact practice. 
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Interactions can primarily be grouped into two categories: reviewing the course resources and 
instructional materials or engaging in the course forums. A consumer is defined a user who has 
consumed course content – they viewed either a resource or a discussion board posting. 
By extension, a producer consumes course content while also generating new discussion 
board posts. Any producer must also be a consumer, but for clarity, are only counted as 
producers. Adding total number of producers and consumers is the number of active users in 
each unit. 
Figure 10 indicates the number of producers and the number of consumers in each unit of 
the course, restricted to only the identified study population. At least 25% of all of the active 
users were considered consumers within a unit. Unit One had the highest percentage of 
producers relative to the other units since a majority of the users in Unit One engaged in the 
“Introduce Yourself” forum where users were able to post a brief biography and network with 
other course participants. In Unit Three, there were slightly more consumers than producers. 
Units Two, Four, and Five interactions were approximately 60% producers/40% consumers. The 
cause of the anomaly in Unit Three is unclear, though one possible explanation is that an issue 
with email notifications in the platform means that some users weren’t receiving weekly course 
emails until Unit Three was in progress. As a result, some enrollees had forgotten about the 
course and their initial logins were in Unit Three. It is possible that some users logged in that 
week, looked around, and decided against proceeding. Because of the requirements to complete 
the course, all course completers are required to be producers in each unit. 
Resources 
Each unit contained a curated list of external resources focusing on the topics presented 
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context. Each time a user clicked on a resource hyperlink, the platform recorded this activity in 
the database.  
Figure 11 shows the number of users in the study population who clicked on at least one 
course resource in each unit. Resources are external websites that are cataloged and summarized 
for users wishing to dive deeper into course content. 
In all units, between 53% and 62% of users accessed at least one of the course resources. 
Clicks were only logged if participants clicked on the link within the window. Users who 
bookmark links directly using certain plugins or browser settings may not be recorded. It’s 
impossible to know how many users accessed the resources this way, so these data should be 
considered an underestimate using the best available data. Users also could rate resources on a 1-
star to 5-star scale (there were no labels attached to the stars). Very few users took advantage of 
this feature. 
Table 7 and Table 8 display the most- and least-frequently accessed resources in the 
course by users in the study population. Since users are able to access resources after the course 
has ended, click data was analyzed from the beginning of the course until September 1, 2017.  
The most-frequently accessed resources are contained on the first resources page in Unit 1, 
specifically the ISTE and Google resources on computational thinking as well as the Wing 
(2006) research paper where the term “computational thinking” is first defined. With a higher 
number of resource viewers in unit 1, it makes sense that the majority of resource views would 
come from Unit 1. The least-frequently accessed resources are all from Unit 2, specifically open-
data sources intended for teachers to use in their classrooms to create data visualizations such as 
the NOAA and Word Bank open data websites. The Google Civic Information API had the 










Most Frequently Accessed Course Resources 
 
Resource Title and Description (from course) Click Count 
  
Computational Thinking for All 
Author: Carolyn Sykora 
Source: ISTE 
In the 2016 revision of the ISTE skills for students, Computational Thinking 
was included as one of the new ISTE standards. This resource hub contains 
definitions, getting started guides and resources for teachers, and school/district 




Author: Jeannette M. Wing 
This opinion piece, from the Association of Computing Machinery, is the 
article that started the modern discussion on Computational Thinking. In it, 




Solving Problems at Google Using Computational Thinking 
Source: Google for Education 
This video shares real-world examples of computational thinking components 




Bringing Computational Thinking to K-12: What is the Role of the Computer 
Science Community? 
Author: Valerie Barr and Chris Stephenson 
Source: ACM Inroads 
This seminal research study attempts to clarify what the role of computational 
thinking is in K-12, define core skills, and connect these skills to what teachers 







Least Frequently Accessed Course Resources 
 
Resource Title and Description (from course) Click Count 
  
NOAA Open Data 
Climatological data for the United States, including temperature, rainfall, 
water temperatures, and forecasting model data. 
 
6 
United Nations Open Data Initiative 
Repository of datasets maintained by the United Nations. Start by browsing 
the "Databases" box. Data for countries around the world can be found in the 
"Country Data Services" tab. 
6 
  
U.S. Census Bureau 
The Census Bureau contains downloadable data from the last census, 
aggregated by census tract. They also have tools on the site to analyze, 
visualize, and sort the data. 
6 
  
World Bank Open Data 




Google Civic Information API 
For programmers, this RESTful web service provides information about 







who had a pre-identified use case. Because the presentation of Digital-Age Problem Solving as a 
unified framework is unique to this MOOC-Ed, I developed a primer for each unit synthesizing 
the relevant elements of design, computational thinking, and data literacy into a single 
instructional unit. These deep dives are found in each unit and provide participants with a primer 
of the skills and mindsets relevant to the unit. Practitioners from a variety of fields also lent their 
voices and experience to a series of video introductions in each unit. Table 9 contains the number 
of accesses to each of these pages by unit and the number of video plays of the introductory 
video, from the start of the course through September 1, 2017. Video plays are captured if a user 
watches the video, accesses the transcript, or downloads the audio track. These numbers are 
significantly higher than the number of participants in each unit, which indicates that participants 
return to these resources multiple times and suggesting that these resources were valuable and 
useful in the course. 
Forum Participation 
With exception of Units 1 and 5, each unit of the MOOC had two discussion forums – 
one that encouraged the participants to deeply engage with the course material, and a second to 
encourage them to brainstorm applications into their classroom/educational practice. Unit 1 had 
an introduction forum for participants to introduce themselves to the other course participants, 
along with the classroom application forum. Unit 5 had a forum asking participants to reflect on 
their growth through the course experience as a whole. With exception of the introduction posts, 
all forum posts were analyzed (966 posts) against the Transcript Analysis Tool (Fahy, Crawford, 
& Ally, 2001) . Posts were also coded for users seeking and offering help and resources (Stump 













Unit Introduction Video 
Play Count 
    
1 450 434 644 
    
2 223 192 251 
    
3 132 111 247 
    
4 88 96 133 
    





practice, and current high-fidelity applications practice. The elements of design thinking and 
computational thinking were also noted when stated accurately or demonstrated.  
A majority of the posts (560 or 58%) were posts that present new information that does 
not build on other posts (Type 2A and Type 3 statements on the Transcript Analysis Tool). These 
posts were either at the start of a discussion thread or reply to a thread without building on any of 
the content that is already in the thread. Of these 560 posts, 295 contain some element of 
synthesis or reflection on course content (Type 3), while 353 simply restate course content 
without deep reflection or synthesis (Type 2A). A small number of these 353 posts were 
irrelevant, off topic, or unclear. While over half of the posts were responses to one or more posts 
in the forum, many of these interactions were superficial in nature and did not contribute to 
construction of new knowledge. Two hundred ninety-eight of the forum posts contained some 
type of interpersonal interaction between participants, often along the lines of “I agree!” or 
“good point!” (Type 4) while 207 posts engaged and expanded directly on the comments of 
another participant (Type 3). One hundred five posts referenced outside content directly or 
indirectly (Type 5). Descriptions of each of the types of posts in the Transcript Analysis Tool, 
along with sample quotes can be found in education, so I coded for these references as well. 
However, there were only 16 references to this movement. Example posts for each of these codes 
can be found in Table 10.  
One hundred thirty-one posts pointed directly to a new understanding or to a change in 
practice, while many other posts pointed to work that teachers were already doing which they 
were able to identify as computational thinking or design thinking. There were 24 instances of 
participants either seeking help from other participants or providing help or resources. Thirty 









(Fahy et al., 2001) 
 
Example Quote(s) 
   
Type 1A: 
Questioning 
Includes vertical questions, 
which assume a “correct” 
answer exists, and the 
question can be answered 
if the right answer can be 
found.  
Family code night sounds pretty awesome! How 
many families typically attend? 
 
I would love to see the template as well! What 
grade level did you use this with? Are there any 
suggestions you have for folks who want to give it 
a try? Anything that you will change as you use it 
again in the future? Any modifications you make 




Horizontal questions: there 
may not be one right 
answer, and others are 
invited to help provide a 
plausible or alternate 
“answer,” or to help shed 
light on the question.   
 
Based on what you've read so far, do you see 
potential points of connection in your instruction? 
 
We are looking at how students' access to the 
ADST curriculum and coding activities can be 
supported if they have more complex needs (e.g. 
physical access and communication challenges). 
Doesn't seem to be much out there written or 
shared in this area - do you have anything in your 
resource basket that highlights successful 





Statements contain little 
self-revelation and usually 
do not invite response or 
dialogue. The main intent 
is to impart facts or 
information.   
 
I'm not teaching in a classroom too at the moment, 
although I am a teacher: what I've seen here in 
Italy is that students are struggling, too, as they do 
not grasp the utility of what they are learning: 
from the materials I've been through into the dig 
deeper section, I'm confident there will be many 
things yet to learn, by us teachers, in order to 
make them grasp the "why" and not "how" and not 
only the "what" of the subjects they are studying. I 
hope to be able to implement them. 
 
I use flow charts in my math classes to help 
students learn the steps to math techniques that 
have traditionally been difficult for them to follow. 
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(Fahy et al., 2001) 
 
Example Quote(s) 
   
T2B: 
Statements 
Direct answers to 
questions, or comments 
referring to specific 
preceding statements.   
 
These are all excellent resources to use. SAS 
Curriculum Pathways has datasets that are pre-
cleaned and ready to use. Some of the data tools 
we'll discuss in unit 2 may be helpful as well. In 
English classes, it's also very possible to create 
your own datasets to use. Network diagrams 
(maps that show relationships between characters 
and events), word clouds (to see if themes emerge 
or to compare two primary source documents -- 
word clouds for President Bush's inaugural 
address and President Obama's are virtually 
identical), and building maps and timelines are all 
potential ways to turn textual material into data 
that can be analyzed. At the younger grades, some 
of these visualizations may need to be pre-
generated, but students can still do the 
interpretation and analysis. 
   
T3: 
Reflections 
The speaker expresses 
thoughts, judgments, 
opinions or information 
which are personal and are 
usually guarded or private. 
The speaker may also 
reveal personal values, 
beliefs, doubts, 
convictions, and ideas 
acknowledged as personal. 
  
 
For many years I tried to design the "perfect" 
materials for my students only to realize that once 
in a while they didn't meet the needs of my 
students because those materials didn't take 
student feedback into account. So I started to do 
pilots. Before I engaged on a long process of 
writing material unfit for my students I presented 
them with a sample of what I was trying to come 
up with. Depending on their reaction I could then 
follow through or adapt my approach. In a next 
step I asked myself how do I let the students come 
up with part of the learning material themselves by 
providing them with tools which of course had to 
be tested over and over again before they could be 
applied on a bigger scale. Now, my students 
occasionally (not always) produce their own 
teaching material in the form of presentations and 
short quizzes. What I want to do next is to teach 
them a general habit of testing their materials on 
others in an early stage. I think that is exactly the 
point where this course has been giving me some 









(Fahy et al., 2001) 
 
Example Quote(s) 





Intended to initiate, 
continue or acknowledge 
interpersonal interaction, 
and to “warm” and 
personalize the discussion 
by greeting or welcoming. 
  
 
Thank you for sharing! This is the first time I've 
seen the video and plan to share it with other 
teachers! 
 
Wow, Carol! These suggestions are fantastic. I'd 
love to try some of them with the students! This is 
a bulletin board in one of our hallways, but it 
would be great to have a group focus on it and do 
more with it. Thank you so much for the ideas. I'm 
really excited! (Now I'm going to check out Ivan's 
flow chart -- thanks again!) 
   
T5A: 
References 
References to, and 




For middle-school students, I've found Alice 3, 
Scratch and robotics activities with Lego 
Mindstorms EV3 (or for older students, M-bot and 
Ranger-bot) as accessible ways to develop 
students' design and computational thinking, and 
the robotics activities for developing ability to deal 
with data. Barr and Stevenson's proposals for 
bringing computational thinking to K-12 students 
are a great prompt to integrate these methods with 
a range of other disciplines in the classroom. 
 
I am reminded of Atul Gawande's "Checklist 
Manifesto." It does seem like this would be a 









(Fahy et al., 2001) 
 
Example Quote(s) 
   
T5B: 
References 
Citations or attributions of 
quotations or paraphrases. 
  
 
I have created a few professional learning 
opportunities both face to face and virtual on 
design thinking. In CMS, we have our own design 
thinking process that we utilize that you can find 
here: https://goo.gl/8sde3x. During the PD our 
goal is to develop an understanding of the Design 
Thinking Process while also allowing the 
educators to create and implement a design 
thinking challenge in their classroom. We do this 
by having them go thought the design thinking 
process with our design thinking template. I would 
like to create professional learning opportunities 
around computational thinking and data literacy. I 
also need to do a better job of integrating data 
literacy and computational thinking into the 
professional learnings that we offer already so 
educators can see it seamless integrated like we 













ability to implement given competing educational priorities, or representing disagreement with 
another participant. Twenty-four posts are explicit misunderstandings or misinterpretations of 
course content. I was also curious about references to the Maker movement and informal 
education, so I coded for these references as well. However, there were only 16 references to this 
movement. Example posts for each of these codes can be found in Tab;e 11/.  
Specific to course content, data literacy and iterative design/productive failure were the 
most commonly mentioned design thinking topics, while interdisciplinary instruction was 
mentioned the least. Decomposition was the most commonly mentioned computational thinking 
skill, while abstraction was mentioned the least. Example quotes for each of the computational 
thinking/design thinking habits of mind can be found in Table 12.. 
Summary of Course Engagement Data 
While forum posts are the primary vehicle for earning credit for the MOOC-Ed, there are 
very few meaningful exchanges (and virtually no multi-post exchanges) between participants. 
That does not mean the forums are not useful, as many of the ideas shared were deep reflections 
and good examples of application to practice that demonstrated mastery of the course content. 
Engagement patterns varied widely between users, with significant numbers of users only 
consuming content, and never creating any content. The supplemental resources in each course 
were accessed by approximately 50% of users. The unit introduction and deep dive content was 
accessed much more frequently and were the most commonly-accessed elements of the course.  
Course Completers 
Thirty-seven participants in the MOOC-Ed earned a certificate of completion 
(approximately 18.97% of the study population). Other participants may have completed most 












   
Explicit references to 
changes in practice  
We use a lot of data in science experiments, but I love the use of data in real contexts to 
solve problems and design solutions to meet the needs of people. In Environmental Science, 
I see great applications of utilizing qualitative and quantitative data to design solutions to 
environmental problems, with a real emphasis on designing with people in mind. I also 
enjoyed all the data storytelling. Oftentimes, students will include graphs/data tables, but 
aren't really given the freedom to create some amazing graphics and present those to the 
class to tell a story with their data. I plan to use more infographics in the class and really 
pull in empathy in the design process.  
54 
   
Critiques of user posts 
or course content 
I totally agree. I have to say that it is a bit scary to implement though! So much emphasis is 
on test scores and standards. I want to make sure I'm teaching my kids the skills and the 
concepts so that they feel successful on all ends. 
30 
   
Seeking help from 
other course 
participants 
I am also no longer in the classroom, and am in a professional development, curriculum, 
coaching, and co-teaching role. It sounds like you are doing lots of great things with DT 
and CT. I'm curious what types of training your teachers are receiving on those topics? I'm 
looking at designing some professional learning for my teachers, and would love to hear 
what you are doing! 
21 
   
Providing help to 
other course 
participants 
Thanks, Alex. So far no formal brick walls have presented. Getting the bus on-the-road 
ready will cost us about $400. I could eke that out of my budget. Town Accountant doesn't 
think insurance will be much as the bus is already insured as part of the school fleet. Still 
waiting on details. Glad you liked the comics! They're not available for commercial use but 








Table 11 (continued) 







   
References to the 
Maker movement 
I have been helping out with our school's competitive Robotics club this year, and it's clear 
that these students are deeply involved with ideation, algorithms, design thinking, and 
more. For example, students are required to identify and come up with a solution for a 
problem that involves humans and animals (ideation). This problem-solving happens 
alongside their efforts to have their robots complete animal-related challenges (parallel 
processing and algorithms). In early club meetings, students identified a problem and then 
"Threw things against the wall" until they were able to come up with a solution the whole 
team could agree upon. They then divided up research topics so that they could use 
parallelization in writing up their problem/solution paper. When they work with their 
robots, the students are writing algorithms to program the robots through a series of tasks. 
16 




I think also abstraction is necessary there since a student may wish to take electives given a 
specific grade level and while they may test the schedule for one student they need to take 
what they have realized from that test and abstract it to many students who may also want 
to take an elective. We actually have the reverse problem of being very small so 
decomposition into grade level is key but we have to also decompose electives against each 
other since we only run each elective once a day. 
 
24 
Explicit references to 
new understandings or 
realizations from 
engagement in course 
content 
I see myself using this content in teaching science. It helped give me a slightly different 
mindset when it comes to designing experiments and allowing students more freedom to 
explore, discover, fail, and learn on their own from the process, instead of it being so 
















   
Data Literacy  These are all excellent resources to use. SAS Curriculum Pathways has datasets that are 
pre-cleaned and ready to use. Some of the data tools we'll discuss in unit 2 may be helpful 
as well. In English classes, it's also very possible to create your own datasets to use. 
Network diagrams (maps that show relationships between characters and events), word 
clouds (to see if themes emerge or to compare two primary source documents -- word 
clouds for President Bush's inaugural address and President Obama's are virtually 
identical), and building maps and timelines are all potential ways to turn textual material 
into data that can be analyzed. At the younger grades, some of these visualizations may 
need to be pre-generated, but students can still do the interpretation and analysis. 
120 
Empathy I read that work as well and we ended up using it for professional development for our 
entire staff. The Math reluctance is especially prevalent in some families and cultures 
with antiquated gender roles or academic expectations. As a mentor for struggling 
students, the hardest barrier to break is that fear of failure and its impact on their 
perception by their peers. They have built up so many strategies to protect themselves 
from failing that are often unable to even try. 
 
88 
Identifying Problems My students use data from their pre-assessments to set learning goals for themselves for 
the units. They find areas where improvement is needed, based on the data from the 



















   
Interdisciplinary 
Instruction 
I have used Design Thinking in my biology class by having students think of all the 
barriers that are in the way of a cell undergoing division and then offer a possible way 
for the process to occur. I also had them propose a redesign of a local green space when 
we visited to do water testing. They were to analyze the health of the watershed and then 
propose what can be changed in the area, focusing on 1) how people use the space 
currently, 2) how else the space can be used, and 3) changes that would not affect the 
current flora and fauna. I have only used computational thinking once, though I know in 
a Biology class we have used the skills elsewhere. Students had to design an algorithm 
(procedure) in order to prove that fruits and vegetables were made of cells. We had not 
even used a microscope at that point. They are so used to being given procedures that it 
was interesting to see them struggle. We use data analysis often and when it is used in 
analyzing what biomolecules are in foods (we do food testing), they analyze every 
student's results and use that information in many of the other activities that they do in 
the unit including the creation of a school menu that is balanced and based on science. 
24 




I agree with you that students are to wrap up in if they get the answer right. I teach 
Engineering and Design at the middle school level and in my class students learn to be 
problem solvers by learning and practicing the Engineering Design Process. We focus on 
identifying a problem, researching the problem, brainstorm possible solution, choosing 
possible solution, designing and prototyping, testing and then evaluating for 
improvement. But even at the end of a design challenge when something goes wrong with 
a design someone will ask me if this means they will get an F. I have to remind them that 
I am looking how they worked the process to arrive their solution. If they can 
demonstrate an understanding of how the process helps them solve the problems they are 

















   
Real-world examples 
and connections 
During an inquiry unit that we do during science, our 4th graders learn about erosion, 
and then need to design a way to curtail the erosion from happening. First they gather 
data during an erosion simulation, then they study other ways that erosion problems have 
been addressed in other areas. Finally, they begin the design process. Eventually they get 
to build, test, and evaluate the effectiveness of their designs. It is one of the most 
engaging experiences of our year. 
111 
   
Testing and Failure 
Analysis 
It sounds like a "failure of requirements." Perhaps the mandated timeline did not allow 
for sufficient time to get all of the data that would be needed. What will be site be used 
for? How many people will need to use it?  How will we test our iterations? These are all 
questions that needed to be thought about before the process began. Conversations with 
experts in the health care/insurance field would be imperative. 
86 
   
Unconstrained 
Thinking 
Almost every activity in a person's daily life might be described with an algorithm, so it's 
very easy to find some (it would be sufficient to name any activity I might do during the 
day). What I'd like to observe is the difference is whether we are able to recognize them 
and utilize them to go through our activities at best. For example: if I'm baking a cake 
and I'm aware that is an algorithm, I can apply the procedures in order to spend less time 
















   
Abstraction In my work with new instructional coaches, I have opportunities to support them as they 
work with teachers in grade levels and PLCs in their schools. One challenge they often 
face is identifying the specific areas where they need to focus their work.  Through the 
decomposition process, we are able to break down the focus area(s). Abstraction allows 
us to eliminate the extraneous factors and identify commonalities. The lens of "sphere of 
control, sphere of influence, and sphere of concern" provides an additional way to think 
about the challenges they face. 
27 
   
Algorithms Thinking to my classroom, there are many math lessons that have to be sequential. For 
instance, I teach students linear equations before I tackle quadratics. I think students 
what a function is because we look at the characteristics of a function. From year to year, 
however, sometimes I change up the order. For instance, should I teach the Quadratic 
Formula first or the completing the square method first. The quadratic formula is derived 
from completing the square, so there is the argument of doing completing the square first. 
The steps for the quadratic formula are easier for the students to carry out than the steps 
for completing the square, so there is an argument for teaching the quadratic formula 
first. In my school, teachers are encouraged to do more personalized learning (Letting 
students work at their pace rather than the teachers). With this idea, I've tried to make 
lessons that are more parallel in nature so that students can pick and choose what topics 
are study first.  It is, however, very important to go back at the end and help students see 
the connections to all the methods or types of problems they learned. We certainly don't 
want students to view math skills in isolation! 
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Decomposition In both my Algebra 2 and Geometry class, students use decomposition and abstraction to 
solve problems. Especially in word problems in Alg2 and formal proofs in Geometry. I 
always recommend students to decompose the problem, list skills (formulas, theorems, 
etc), come up with a plan, before they start solving or proving problems. It seems to help 
to break down to small pieces. 
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Pattern Recognition "I feel like we want students to see the patterns in language for themselves, that pointing 
out those patterns to the students undermines their opportunity to learn how to identify 
patterns themselves." Pattern recognition is a key computational thinking skill. I think 
that having students identify these patterns, whether explicitly or not, is computational 
thinking. Knowing how colleges can be sometimes, I wonder if there's a possibility for 
you to infuse digital-age problem solving not by creating new assignments, but by 








Figure 12 includes course-specific registration survey data of all of the course 
completers. Of the 37 people who earned a certificate, only 8 indicated that earning a certificate 
was a goal for signing up for the course. This means that 16 participants who selected this goal 
initially did not end up completing the course. However, a majority of the completers did 
indicate that they were either “not at all familiar” or “slightly familiar” with design thinking, data 
literacy, and computational thinking when they registered for the course, and nearly half 
indicated that they enrolled to deepen their knowledge of the course content. 
In-Course Evaluations 
At the conclusion of each unit (1-4), participants were asked to complete a short survey 
about the unit they just completed. Unit 5 did not have a survey because participants were 
presented with an end-of-course survey instead. Participants were asked two Likert-scale 
questions on a six-point scale and starting with the prompt “to what extent do you agree with the 
following statements.” The two survey items were “this unit deepened my understanding of the 
topic addressed” and “the unit supported application of course content to my professional 
practice.” The number of users who responded “agree” or “strongly agree” for each unit can be 
found in Table 13. For each unit, more than 90% of participants responded that the unit did 
deepen their understanding of the topic, while over 80% responded that the unit supported 
application of the course into their practice (the lowest score on this question was in Unit 1, 
which was largely introductory). 
Each unit also asked participants open-ended questions about the most valuable aspect of 
the course and recommendation for improvement  
A few sample responses for the “most-valuable aspect” question in each unit follows. The 











Percentage of Users Answering “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” in End-of-Unit Surveys 
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This unit supported the application of course content to 












digging deeper pages, followed by references to specific content, followed by the 
discussion forums. “The unit delivered very straightforward explanations of the different 
types of thinking involved in Digital Age Problem Solving. In terms of an introductory 
unit, this portion of the course did well to define the foundations necessary for 
understanding the rest of the course.” 
“The resources are exceptional. There is a great variety and I anticipate coming back to 
them as my needs/interests change. It is an excellent collection and I've found things I 
want to immediately use in my classroom.” 
“Seth Godin's video. I wasn't familiar with him until I saw the link in this unit.  I also 
liked Dr. Manchanda's video quite a bit.  I shared this with other teachers and our school's 
counselor. Very inspirational and I was able to make a lot of connections in this unit. 
Loved it.” 
A few responses for the question about improving the course experience follows. The 
primary themes here were either for participants to restate things that they liked about the course 
or suggesting additional resources they would like to see added. Other participants mentioned the 
balance of reading to videos in the course content and the amount of reading in general. 
Participants also suggested that more interactivity was needed in the course and wished the 
platform had a more modern visual layout. A few participants mentioned specific technical 
issues as well.  
“I'd like to see more examples that are practical, classroom problems. A lot so this is for 
upper grades. Examples for the very lower range would specifically support me and 




“I would say less is more for the reading.  Perhaps choose 1-2 reading and 1-2 videos. 
The other teachers that take these MOOCs from the Friday Institute with me often say 
the same thing-- that there's an overload on reading. I had to download the resources 
and save them for later viewing.” 
“Maybe it's because I'm not far enough along in my own planning yet but the core 
resources in this section didn't seem as helpful as some of the other sections.” 
“I think the concepts of this unit are more difficult to understand and are not as well 
explained in the intro video as they are in many of the core resources, I would include 
more information in the intro video that transitioned better into the core resources.” 
Unit 3 also asked for examples of how participants were implementing the course content 
in their practice. Almost all of the responses provided here were anticipatory – things 
participants were thinking about or planning to do in their practice. While there were no concrete 
examples of application to practice in this section, there was evidence that participants were 
beginning to think about possible ways they could begin to apply to their practice. A few sample 
quotes follow: 
“I am going into a role as a digital coach next year.  I definitely see these skills helping 
out when I help teachers plan their units about technology integration into their 
curriculum maps. I plan to do this with questions that function in a backward design 
process of decomposition. Step by step, what is the end goal teachers have for their 




“I think I will utilize the "Is it Broken" thoughts from the core resource and look at some 
of lessons to see if they are "broken" from either my vantage point or the vantage point of 
my students.” 
“When faced with a problem to solve, I need to make sure that I can commit the 
necessary time upfront to adequately define and thoroughly decompose/abstract before 
looking for a solution.” 
Summative Evaluations 
At the conclusion of the course, all remaining participants were surveyed and asked to 
provide feedback on the course and the impact on their practice. A similar survey was sent via 
email to all of the enrollees who signed up for the course. 
Forty participants responded to the end-of-course survey. The survey included a series of 
Likert scale questions (see Tables 14 and 15), and several yes/no questions along with spaces for 
more detailed feedback. Of the 40 respondents, 38 reported the course overall being “Effective” 
or “Very Effective” in supporting their professional learning goals. With respect to the individual 
course elements, the course “digging deeper” pages were the most useful to course participants 
(4.68 numerical equivalent average), with video resources and readings also being highly rated 
with numerical averages of 4.58 and 4.55 respectively. The course introduction page was the 
only one that received any rating of “ineffective” or “very ineffective” (one participant rated the 
pages ineffective). The application to practice discussion forum received the lowest numerical 
average with 4.23. Related to this, 8% of course participants responded “neither agree nor 
disagree” (no participants responded “disagree” or “strongly disagree”) when asked if the course 
improved their knowledge or skills relative to integrating course content into their instructional 
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in preparing participants to make changes in their professional practice. 95-97% of participants 
responded that they did improve their skills relative to computational thinking and design 
thinking and 87% reported the same for data literacy. Eighty percent of respondents reported that 
they were able to complete all of the activities that they wanted to in this course. 
The data from the free-response data was coded according to the major themes that 
emerged. The first question, “What was the most valuable aspect of this MOOC-Ed in supporting 
your personal or professional learning goals?” received 32 responses. These responses were 
coded based on the major themes that emerged and frequencies for these codes can be found in 
Table 16. Course resources and course content were mentioned 26 times, representing a majority 
of responses. The course layout and collaborative elements were mentioned but were mentioned 
the fewest number of times. Here are a few example quotes: 
“As always I appreciated the summaries of complex topics in the videos provided and the 
collection of useful and engaging materials throughout the course.” 
“The additional resources were a lot to look through, but I have found some very helpful 
articles and videos that will help me with some of my professional learning goals.” 
“I really enjoyed reading the various articles. I was pleasantly surprised at how to non 
classroom examples (sic) still helped me to see value in the design process.” 
“I loved seeing the real-world applications of the content discussed in this course. It was 
so helpful to hear these concepts discussed by other professionals in a variety of fields 
and to hear how others in school settings were applying them.” 










Course Videos (type not explicitly stated - can include introduction videos 
and videos in the resource library) 
4 
  




Course Resources (external) 14 
  
Forums and Collaboration 3 
  
“Digging Deeper” course content 5 
  
Diversity of Materials Presented 4 
  
Content/New Learning (specific mention of the content overall and 
translation into new learning) 
12 
  
Non-education focus (specific mention of the value of having resources 
from other fields beyond education) 
5 
  







 “The course is a practical guide to design planning with readings, strategies, questions 
for thought. I liked the practical tips and strategies, the encouragement to apply meta-
cognition in reflecting on how Design Planning and Computational Thinking come into 
play in the work that I do.” 
“I haven't submitted my entire micro-credential project yet, but I really liked 
implementing what I learned with my kids. It was like my own test run. They felt so 
important, and I've gotten such great feedback from the staff about their enthusiasm to 
problem solve. Other than the project, I also really enjoyed the videos and connection to 
resources.” 
The second free-response question in the end-of-course survey was “please describe any 
changes you have made to your practice, including how you have applied the knowledge, skills, 
and/or resources you gained in this course.” Thirty-two responses were analyzed and coded 
inductively based on major themes which were mentioned in the response. The themes 
presented, with frequencies can be found in Table 17. A significant number of teachers (13) did 
indicate that they have made changes in their lessons and in their interactions with students as a 
result of this MOOC. 
Eight teachers mentioned that they are using the course content as a tool for reflection 
upon their practice, while 7 mentioned that they are using the content in work with their peers. A 
sample of representative responses follows: 
“I have become more intentional about sharing the computational thinking process with 
my students during problem solving.”  
“I use the 5 step method to develop and maintain effective data collection and design in 




Major Themes from End-of-Course Survey Question on Application to Practice 
 
Major Theme Frequency 
  
Use of course content in interaction with peers 7 
  
Use of course content in lessons and interactions with students 13 
  
Use of course content in reflective practice 8 
  
Use of course content in online learning contexts 1 
  
Specific application or mention of computational thinking 5 
  
Specific application or mention of design thinking 7 
  
Specific application or mention of data literacy 6 
  
Use or mention of “decomposition” as a core skill 3 
  
Use or mention of testing as a core skill 1 
  
Use or mention of empathy as a core skill 7 
  







collect to make changes, if needed, or improve upon what I do for my students.” 
“Thinking about what I've read and the course discussions I've had, I've approached my 
admin colleagues to talk about possible projects we could implement. One involved data 
assessment and planning based on that assessment. The second involved thinking about 
coming up with a plan for turning an unused yellow school bus into an after-school 
resource with Internet access.”  
“I am encouraging innovation by taking the fear out of failure. I am showing my co-
workers the nuts and bolts of decomposition and abstraction.” 
“Slight change in assessments and setting up intervention based on these. Also am 
encouraging students to design our classroom for more effective learning and to 
encourage empathy in understanding what people want or need (students)”. 
A second survey (dubbed “Impact Survey”) was sent to course participants in July, and 
again in September 2017 (see Table 18). This survey was part of the evaluation for the larger 
MOOC-Ed initiative at the Friday Institute. This was sent to all course enrollees, whether they 
completed the course or not. A total of 49 users responded, though it is impossible to know how 
many of these users also took the end-of-course survey. The survey consisted of several 
“Yes/No” and “check all that apply” questions, with open-ended follow-up. Of the 38 
participants who did not complete the course, 29 pointed to a lack of time for completing the 
course while 9 pointed to either that they were “just browsing” or changed their mind about 
taking the course (users could select multiple options). 32 out of 46 respondents indicated that 
they acquired new skills or resources that could be applied to their professional practice and 23 
out of those 32 indicated that they have applied these skills in their professional practice, with 14 
of 21 from this subset indicating that these practices have directly impacted students. 
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Table 18  
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I did not complete this course because I was already 
familiar with the information presented. 
0 - 51 
    
I did not complete this course because the course 
material was not of high quality. 
0 - 51 
    
I did not complete this course because the course was 
difficult to navigate or I had technical problems with this 
MOOC-Ed. 
0 - 51 




Table 18 (continued) 
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Within the impact survey, participants who answered yes to the question “have you 
applied any knowledge, skills, and/or resources acquired through your participation in the 
MOOC-Ed to your professional practice” were asked to provide additional detail. All of the 
participants who indicated “No” pointed to either a lack of time, or the fact that they didn’t 
complete the course as reasons. Fifteen respondents who answered “yes” provided additional 
feedback. The feedback was categorized by major theme, which can be found with frequencies in 
Table 19. 
Six responses mentioned deeper integration of technology into instruction, while a few 
others directly mentioned course content that was integrated. A few selected quotes follow 
below: 
“In helping teachers, I am able to reach more students. Helping teachers plan more 
engaging and student created technology changes the learning and thinking.” 
“I plan to include preparing infographics/videographics as a student project in my stats 
course.” 
“I don't think I have at this time but my semester just ended. I do plan to apply the 
concepts when I analyze what topics for which I need to create additional instruction for 
students.” 
In the impact survey, participants who indicated that they have applied course skills in 
their practice were asked a follow-up question about whether or not they had applied these skills 
with students. All of the participants answering “No” cited a lack of time, school schedules, and 
the fact that they don’t work with students as the reason they have not been able to implement. 
Nine participants who answered “Yes” provided follow-up responses. These responses generally 




Participant Response Themes in Application to Practice in Impact Survey 
 
Major Theme Frequency 
  
Student or teacher engagement in learning 3 
  
Focus on content creation 1 
  
Integration of technology into the instructional program 6 
  
Integration of general problem solving into the curriculum 2 
  
Integration of data visualization into practice 2 
  
Integration of computational thinking into practice 2 
  







exposure to the course concepts. The responses were categorized according to major theme, 
found in Table 20. Selected quotes are as follows: 
“Changing the way you question students to lead them into deeper thinking, giving 
students time and space for collaboration, and giving students voice and choice for their 
learning.” “Currently I have 7th graders working on STEM projects as a project-based 
learning activity, and although not all the students are showing the components I clicked, 
the goal is for them to begin to see these components, and to embrace them.” 
“In an effort to help students see the personal relevance of the subject matter I teach, as a 
result of this course, I am trying to redesign my courses to involve more of the deeper 
how/why type questions rather than the generally more superficial who/what/where/when 
questions. That should help foster deeper critical thinking about the subject matter.” 
Summary of Survey Data 
The impact survey indicates that a lack of time is the primary reason that people fail to 
complete the course, not the course quality or content. From both the impact survey and the end-
of-course survey, many participants indicated the course was of high quality and was effective in 
helping them accomplish their learning goals. A majority of participants gained new skills and 
indicated that they have made some type of change in their professional practice as a result of 
their participation in the MOOC-Ed. The course resources emerged from the survey as a useful 
course component along with more general course content (resources and deep dive content). 
Teachers indicated that they were using the content with students in the classroom, as well as in 
their own reflective practice. There were also multiple mentions of empathy and data collection 




Major Themes from Implementation with Students Question in Impact Survey 
 
Major Theme Frequency 
  
Changes in classroom questioning techniques 1 
  
Change in problem solving practices in the classroom 1 
  
Cross-cultural and global learning 1 
  
Exposure to course concepts 3 
  
Communication and Collaboration 4 
  
Critical Thinking 3 
  






Engagement in Practice 
At the end of Unit 5 was a discussion forum asking course participants to reflect on their 
growth throughout the course. Participants were also asked to evaluate changes to their practice 
in the “end-of-course” survey, the “impact survey”, and the “end-of-unit” survey in Unit 3. All of 
these items were coded against Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) Interconnected Model of 
Professional Growth (see Figure 13). Eighty-four (84) items were coded in total. Based on the 
model and the wording of the prompts, the Personal Domain was notated for every post where a 
participant mentioned something new that they learned. Participants who responded that they 
were planning to try something new (or were developing something new) were coded as Domain 
of Practice. Finally, participants indicating that they made changes in their practice with students 
(or adult learners) were coded as Domain of Consequence. Because responses were free-
response, a response could mention multiple domains. The responses were relatively evenly split 
between the Domain of Practice and the Domain of Consequence. Half of responses were in the 
Personal Domain, indicating that the participant did increase their own skills and knowledge 
relative to the course content. However, 68 (or 80%) of the responses existed in either the 
Domain of Practice (35) or the Domain of Consequence (33), indicating that participants 
responding in one of these posts did make actual changes to their practice, if only to try 
something new (see Table 21). 
Participant Interviews 
As a part of follow-up evaluations for the MOOC-Ed, participants who earned a 
certificate of completion and indicated that they were willing to be contacted were invited to 
participate in a follow-up interview about the MOOC and their application of the content into 






Figure 13. Interconnected Model of Professional Growth (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002). 
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Table 21  




Domain Mentions (n=84) 
  
Personal Domain 42 
  
Domain of Practice 35 
  






The first interviewee is a reading and math intervention specialist at an all-girls charter 
school in an urban town in North Carolina, recently moving from a technology facilitator 
position for a rural school district. They were attracted to the MOOC because they had an 
interest in the course contact and they have been involved with other professional learning 
programs run by the Friday Institute. They took the Friday Institute brand as an indication of the 
course quality and usefulness to their work. The course was useful but “not necessarily in the 
ways that I intended.” They began the course “thinking it was going to be more lesson 
application. But it was, I think for me, almost a mind shift on change that I found to be a much 
more beneficial opportunity than I had probably intended when I signed up for the course. Just 
kind of providing a different lens to view thinking and problem-solving approaches.” This 
participant did not choose to pursue micro-credentials, citing both time and the fact that she 
needed to have a group of teachers to work with in her previous role that weren’t necessarily 
available to her. However, in this role, there are STEM clubs and activities. The interviewee 
pointed to the resources and materials in the course “the resources, the videos that you assigned, 
the links and resources, the articles, things like that, are always great for me professionally 
because there's such a diverse range of materials offered. So it appeals to all sorts of learners. But 
if I'm having a day where I just need to watch a good inspirational video, I can usually find 
something smart. Or if I need to be able to print something out and take some notes to use it to 
do professional development, there's something in there for that as well. So I really do appreciate 
being able to bookmark all of those sites. The least helpful to me probably would be the micro-
credential offerings, just because in my situation I wasn't able to take part of that. It would have 




 “I’m hoping to continue to take part in these MOOC-Ed opportunities. But this one to 
me was unique from some of the others, just because I don't have an engineering 
background. So I feel like when people talk about STEM, and you don't really know how 
the E kind of fits into it, just being able to explain that it's a way of thinking. And I go 
back to the idea of coding. We keep saying we need-- there's this huge emphasis on 
teaching coding to students. And I don't necessarily think it's that we need to teach 
students to code. I think we need to teach students to think computationally. And I think 
that people-- that's what you do when you're coding, but I think people are getting kind of 
caught up in the idea that we have to have the robot, or we have to do Minecraft, or we 
have to do one of these things, and get students coding, rather than taking a step back and 
looking at it in terms of the thinking or the skill that they're using in order to do that. So I 
think that's what's the most exciting for me.” 
The second interviewee is also from North Carolina, residing in a large city. They are the 
instructional coordinator at a magnet middle school, with a new focus on computational thinking 
and project-based learning. The school has been engaged with the Friday Institute for on-site 
professional learning services, and a few teachers also took the MOOC to go deeper into the 
content. She indicated that: 
“The course was useful to me because it just gave me a little bit more confidence when 
talking about computational thinking and just some-- it gave me some examples of how 
computational thinking is being used out in the community and in different types of 
businesses, and even things like just concrete examples of different types of thinking, 
data literacy, things like that, that I could use when talking to other teachers. And one 
thing that was kind of neat is right about the time I started taking this class, we started 
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doing some things in school with design thinking. Some of our teachers were doing that 
and one of our business partners, IBM, had us come out and do a design thinking 
workshop, and it just tied in really nicely with that aspect of your course.”   
The non-education examples in the introduction videos were also mentioned as useful. 
“I remember you had one participant who talked about traffic patterns and how they 
would have to gather data on where traffic was going at a certain intersection before they 
tried to solve a problem and tried to decide how to approach the problem there. And I 
remember giving that example to one of the teachers I work with and talking about that as 
matching up with something that they were doing with their students.” 
The interviewee did not complete the micro-credentials, as completing the micro-
credentials is a part of the school’s professional learning plan for the 2017-2018 school year. The 
school will also be integrating design thinking, and continue to work on integrating 
computational thinking in the 2017-2018 school year. As this is a focus for this school, the 
interviewee noted that students and teachers alike are becoming more familiar with the language 
of computational thinking, and are increasingly using appropriate language in the classroom.  
The third interview subject is a technology consultant in the Ohio Department of 
Education, currently working on writing standards for computer science and digital-age problem 
solving. In addition to computer science course standards, they are currently working on 
integrating design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy into courses from 
kindergarten through grade 12. Asked about the most useful components of the course, the 
interviewee responded that the course was valuable in helping validate their own knowledge and 
solidify understanding around a few concepts. They also pointed to the resources as useful to 
read, come back to, and share with others. While this participant did not attempt micro-
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credentials, they did review them, and actually contacted and met with the project lead on micro-
credentials from the Friday Institute to explore methods of implementation in the state of Ohio. 
While the interviewee pointed to the content and resources as useful, the most valuable 
component for them was examining the approach to online learning in the MOOC, and figuring 
out how that could be adapted for their context. 
Micro-Credentials 
There were only two participants who earned the Digital-Age Problem Solving micro-
credential stack, one teacher and one administrator. The teacher works at a small rural school in 
Hawaii and teaches sixth grade while the administrator works in a suburban high school in North 
Carolina. 
The teacher chose to engage her students in the process of solving a problem within their 
school. The students involved were members of the school “Strategy Club”, a club that “focuses 
on building problem-solving skills through games”. The problem selected was “at our school, the 
middle school academy kids wait outside the cafeteria for their homeroom class to be called in 
for lunch. It is often very noisy and disorganized outside the cafeteria. Lunch monitors are 
yelling at kids to pay attention.” The students began by creating a fishbone diagram attempting to 
identify all of the possible systems in play in keeping order in the cafeteria (see Figure 13). The 
teacher then recorded video of student activity in the lunchroom and had students collect data on 
the number of students in the lunchroom, the noise level, and the number of times students had to 
be redirected. They analyzed and coded the video as qualitative data, and supplemented it with 
the quantitative data collected. The students also interviewed other students, administrators, other 
teachers, and lunchroom monitors to gather their perspectives on the difficulties they have in the 









lunchroom behavior was due to simply to student misbehavior. However, the data collected was 
able to convince school administration that “there is no system to the lunch lines, which then 
causes the students (stakeholders) to either get frustrated with the process or take advantage of 
the lack of structure to achieve their own goals”. This also started a conversation among the 
school staff because “the students were very quick to blame their peers. I believe this is because 
we as adults, unfortunately, often give behavior consequences rather than have these 
conversations with kids.” 
Once these problems have been identified, students began the process of decomposing 
the problem. They reviewed all of the areas where problems existed, and selected the ones they 
wanted to address. They iterated and brainstormed different solutions (see Figure 15) before 
selecting ones to pilot: 
Based on their prototype models, the students came up with the following ways to 
organize the cones and tape (in addition to giving the lunch monitor a list of homeroom 
names). In the following days, they simulated each model and collected data and 
observations. 
1. Only set up cones where students are expected to stand behind the cones 
2. Cones and tape, where students stand behind the cones and the tape separates the 
different lines like barriers  
3. Cones and tape, where students stand behind the cones and the tape (directly behind 
the cones) signifies the direction of the line. 









5. Cones and tape, where the cones are placed in the mid-sections of the tape. 
The first prototype the students tried was #1 since it followed the 2nd requirement that 
the solution should require the least amount of energy and time. The students decided to 
use 4 safety cones from the Junior Police Officers Club. This did not work out since the 
students in the front lined up behind the cones but it did not transfer to the students in the 
back. The cones only served as markers for the start of the line. It failed the 3rd 
requirement of being clear to the students. 
The second prototype followed, because the tape acted as barriers for students to see 
where NOT to stand. Unfortunately, either the students did not notice them or they did 
not understand what the tape was meant to do. This model also failed the 3rd 
requirement. 
The third prototype was then chosen to clarify the tape's purpose. This model worked 
much better. We noticed the amazing effect of lines on the human mind. For some reason, 
the combination of the cone and tape clicked for the students. Now, the tape signified 
"line up here", and we did indeed see clearer lines. They were not completely straight 
lines as the students had hoped, but they were more defined. This is when we discussed 
whether straight lines were actually necessary. Which is more important: the clarity of the 
lines or the straightness of the lines? They finally decided that the clarity of where the 
lines were and which homeroom they were for was more aligned with solving the bigger 
problem. 
The fourth prototype occurred by accident. One day, the students forgot to set the cones. 
We still made a video to record the data. It worked just as well as the third prototype. 
Students already knew where to stand based on previously models, and the other students 
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stood right behind right on top of the tape. We noticed throughout this process, too, that 
since the lines were clearer, there was less line cutting. We noticed that certain students 
who would cut the lines before, now, raced to get a better spot at the front of the lines. So 
at the end, the solution that worked the best did require the least amount of time and 
energy since the tape could be set down at the beginning of the school year. 
The fifth prototype was nixed earlier in the iteration process, because it was seen as too 
confusing. One difficulty was in measuring the 1st requirement. Our classes are not 
released at the same times, so it was a struggle on when to begin timing the whole lining 
up process. The students did notice that there was a significant decrease in staff 
reprimanding students. However, there were still several students who would continue to 
play basketball and hang out in different non-lunch-designated waiting areas. This 
indicated to the students that there are other areas of the lunch process that lacked overall 
structure. 
Administrator addressed two separate problems in their micro-credential submission. In 
the Telling Stories with Data micro-credential, they attempted to identify the problem of “9th 
Grade Shock”, where 9th graders make up a disproportionate number of discipline referrals, but 
also, accounting for withdrawals, aren’t graduating. The administrator developed an infographic 
to demonstrate his point (see Figure 16). For the remainder of the micro-credential submission, 
the administrator used work from an existing task, creating a school master schedule. He 
decomposed the problem by identifying all of the variables involved and creating a process to get 




















Gather the departmental schedule analysis team. It consists of: one AP, One teacher, The 
department chair, a counselor, and the Dean of Students. Follow the Requirements testing 
plan for each individual departments’ schedule as a discrete entity. When the best-case 
schedule is chosen by the committee, it will be analyzed again for conflicts. It will then 
be presented as a component for integration testing/review. 
Integration Testing Plan: 
Combine the individual departmental schedules into a comprehensive master schedule. 
Distribute the 5 iterations of the complete master schedule to the analysis team. They will 
follow the protocol set up for requirements testing to develop the most efficient prototype 
master schedule possible. They will review each of the iterations for the requirements and 
decide if conflicts arise and what they entail.  After several cycles of review, the team will 
combine the best aspects of each schedule into a prototype master schedule.  
The final prototype will be distributed to the administrative team for extensive, iterative 
requirements testing. 
Test Cases: 
1. Increase time of transitions to give students more time to socialize and get to class on 
time. 
2. Split 3rd Block to incorporate lunches to ensure each lunch period is uniform and 
distribute the interruptions. 
3. Move the lunch periods so they do not impact 3rd block or any other Blocks. 
4. Increase class time to give more instructional time and improve student success. 





 From all of the data, there were several themes that emerged. The MOOC was generally 
viewed as useful for all participants who engaged in it for any length of time, regardless of 
whether they completed the course or not. While the discussions were useful and participants 
found the activities with forums engaging, the resources, readings, and explanatory content was 
viewed as the most useful by participants and are consistently the things that were mentioned in 
feedback as being the most useful. Many of the participants in the forums were able to identify 
connections from the content to their current practice, but many also indicated that they made 
changes to their practice based on their work in the MOOC. Very few people attempted the 
micro-credentials, most citing a lack of time as the reason.  
Research Question 2 considers the usefulness of the conceptual framework as a tool for 
teachers, and will be addressed in Chapter Five.  
The goal of Research Question 1 was to ascertain how teachers are able to use digital-age 
problem solving in their classroom. The course feedback data produced 84 examples of 
integration in the field, in addition to the examples shared in the discussion forums along with 
the micro-credential submissions. 
There were no instances where a participant indicated that they could not apply the 
content to their practice, though a few indicated that they did not yet due to time constraints. 
Many participants who participated in the unit discussion forums were able to identify points of 
connection to their existing practice and were able to reframe existing practices through a 
Digital-Age Problem Solving lens. Many participants indicated that there was value to them in 
helping them understand and reframe their work this way. Others experimented and made small 
tweaks within their contexts. There were a few participants who denoted significant wholesale 
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changes to their practice. Some used the digital-age problem solving framework as a reflective 
tool on their own practice. Many also mentioned including more infographics, data storytelling, 
and empathy mapping throughout their instruction as well as changes in questioning techniques. 
Research Questions 3 and 4 were more focused on the MOOC-Ed course itself. Both the 
survey data and the course interviews indicate that the MOOC-Ed was helpful in helping 
participants improve their understanding of computational thinking, design thinking, and data 
literacy (RQ3). 85% or more (based on specific concepts) of the course participants in the end-
of-course survey reported that they improved their own knowledge or skills related to the various 
habits of mind addressed within the course. 95% of course completers reported that the course 
was effective or very effective in helping them meet their learning goals. The Impact Survey, 
which included non-completers also indicated nearly 70% of participants acquiring new 
knowledge or skills in their professional practice.  
There were not any elements of the course that stood out as ineffective based on user 
feedback (RQ4). The course introduction pages, while still rated highly by participants, were the 
lowest rated of all of the elements. Additionally, several participants mentioned that the lack of 
education-specific examples in the introductory videos and course activities made them hard to 
relate to (while several others mentioned specifically that they found the non-education examples 
particularly valuable). The course resources were very highly rated and mentioned frequently in 
the open-text feedback. While resource accesses were low, the data are incomplete as to how 
many people specifically used them. The “deep dive” activities were also very well received and 
specifically cited as a useful “quick reference” sheet. Participation is the only requirement to 
earn credit in the course. While many people participated, the forum comments are mostly 
unidirectional in nature, people sharing out versus engaging in productive discussion. However, 
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there were many great classroom examples shared in the classroom application forum, which 
were called out explicitly in the feedback and the interviews. The forums were also good 




CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
This chapter aligns the findings in the previous chapter to the four research questions, and 
re-examines the original frameworks proposed in the first two chapters based on the findings 
from the study. The chapter then examines consistencies with the literature and culminates with 
implications for practice, policy, and research. 
The data for this study was gathered through the offering of a Massive Open Online 
Course (MOOC) for Educators through the MOOC-Ed program at the Friday Institute for 
Educational Innovation at NC State University. The MOOC-Ed, titled Computational Thinking 
and Design focused on integrating the design thinking framework (Hasso Plattner Institute of 
Design, 2013), computational thinking (ISTE & Computer Science Teachers Association, 2011), 
and data literacy (Gray, Bounegru, & Chambers, 2012a) to help teachers understand how to 
identify and solve ill-defined problems in the digital age. Spanning eight weeks in the spring of 
2017, nearly 500 participants enrolled in the course while approximately 200 actively 
participated. The previous chapter analyzed the demographics of active course participants and 
followed their path through the course to determine which course elements were most useful. 
The chapter also looked at forum posts from course participants along with end-of-course survey 
results to identify professional growth and changes in practice. Additionally, analysis of 
interviews along with micro-credential submissions were used to further analyze the impact of 
the MOOC-Ed on participant practice. 
Summary of Findings 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the following four research questions: 




 RQ2: To what extent is the digital-age problem solving conceptual framework a 
useful tool for teachers? 
 RQ3: How useful is the MOOC-Ed in strengthening participants’ understanding of 
computational thinking? 
 RQ4: What elements of the MOOC-Ed were the most helpful for teachers? 
For clarity of presentation, this chapter will review the MOOC-Ed as a delivery 
mechanism (RQ3 and RQ4), before reviewing the outcomes of the MOOC-Ed content (RQ1 and 
RQ3), and finally will examine how the application to practice reflects the digital-age problem 
solving conceptual framework (RQ2). 
MOOC-Ed Effectiveness 
The surveys administered to MOOC-Ed participants along with the interviews conducted 
suggest that the MOOC-Ed was valuable in developing understanding of digital-age problem 
solving and bringing elements of digital-age problem solving into instructional and professional 
practice (RQ4). Participants reported the resources and the digging deeper activities to be the 
most useful, while the forums were reported as the least useful. The digging deeper activity 
summarized the key concepts across design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy, 
and synthesized them in to a single guide. Each unit had two forums, one to present a scenario 
for discussion, and the other to discuss application to classroom practice. It should be noted, 
however, that “least-useful” in this context still means that participants did find the forums 
highly useful, just slightly less useful than the other things – at least 85% of the participants 
surveyed found the various elements of the course useful. 
Qualitative analysis of participant interactions, survey data, and course interviews 
suggests that the digging deeper pages and the course resource pages were helpful in supporting 
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understanding of new content an in presenting a unified framework. The discussion forums did 
not always feature high levels of interaction among the participants, but was consistent with 
other MOOC-Ed courses and similar discussions (Gunawardena et al., 1997; Kellogg et al., 
2014). Participant posts were useful in helping them process their existing practice through the 
lens of digital-age problem solving while helping them brainstorm ways to adjust and update 
their practice. 
Overall, 95% of participants completing the end-of-course survey (n=40) responded that 
the course was effective in supporting their professional learning goals, while 97% responded 
that they are prepared to make positive changes in their professional practice. On average if 95% 
of participants completing the end-of-course survey responded that they have gained new 
knowledge from this course. With respect to computational thinking (RQ3), 95% of participants 
responded “agree or “Strongly agree” when asked “As a result of my participation in this 
MOOC-Ed, I have improved my knowledge and/or skills related to computational thinking.” 
With respect to other course competencies, 97% responded in the affirmative with respect to 
design thinking, 88% affirmative on “the role of empathy and data collection in the design 
process”, and 92% affirmative on “the integration of digital-age problem solving strategies into 
my instructional practice.” 
Translation to Practice 
Micro-credential submissions, online forum posts and course evaluations indicate how 
course participants were able to integrate course content (or were already integrating content) 
into their instructional practice (RQ1). While many course participants shared how they were 
integrating computational thinking, design thinking, and data literacy into their instructional 
practice, there were also frequent mentions of these skills being used for reflective practice or for 
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changing how teachers interacted with their own students (using design thinking-based 
approaches in lesson planning and collecting feedback from students). As digital-age problem 
solving is a collection of skills and mindsets that are applicable across industries, it is logical that 
teachers would be able to assimilate or identify these strategies in their own practice as well as 
teach them to students. When applications to practice from the final course forum and the end-of-
course surveys were coded against Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) Interconnected Model of 
Professional Growth, half of the responses analyzed specifically pointed to a change in 
participants’ reflective practice (personal domain). Of the 84 responses collected, 41.7% 
mentioned changes that have occurred directly in the classroom (domain of practice), while 
39.2% reported sharing their learning from the MOOC-Ed with colleagues and peers (domain of 
consequence).  
From the discussion forums, many of the applications of computational thinking 
suggested by the course participants mirrored the types of applications suggested by Barr and 
Stephenson (2011) and by ISTE’s operational definitions for computational thinking (ISTE & 
CSTA, 2011). Much of the discussion around engaging students in the design thinking process 
referred to both productive failure (Goldberg & Nemcsok, 2015) and supporting the development 
of empathy as a vehicle to better understand how to design solutions that were human-centered 
(Carroll et al., 2010). Teachers noted that they could change their approaches to data collection 
and employ purposeful empathy to better collect and understand student learning. Both examples 
of helping students understand and solve real-world scenarios and applying digital-age problem 
solving to school administration were also validated by the interviews and micro-credential 
submissions. While data literacy is heavily discussed in the literature, and there are case studies 
on the creation of lessons where students are involved in the design thinking process, the 
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literature on educator’s use of design thinking individually or in professional learning teams to 
create lessons tends to be more anecdotal in nature (blog posts and small case studies).  
Digital-Age Problem Solving as a Conceptual Framework 
RQ 2 focuses on whether or not the conceptual framework of digital-age problem solving 
(see Figure 18) and the digital-age problem solving cycle (see Figure 19) are useful tools for 
educators. The digital-age problem solving cycle (see Figure 19) combines the computational 
thinking elements from the ISTE definition of computational thinking (ISTE & Computer 
Science Teachers Association, 2011), the Stanford d-School design process (Hasso Plattner 
Institute of Design, 2013), and the scientific inquiry and engineering design process from the 
next generation science standards (Committee on a Conceptual Framework for New K-12 
Science Education Standards, 2012). While computational thinking, design thinking, and data 
literacy are all separate concepts within the STEM fields, many elements overlap or support each 
other. Design thinking in particular also has roots outside of STEM in the social sciences (Rittel 
& Webber, 1973) as well as in arts and architecture (Kolko, 2015).  
The creation of the MOOC-Ed Digging Deeper pages did indicate that there is a good fit 
between the design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy concepts in each unit, and 
that the combination of these three frameworks can be merged in a cohesive way. The evaluation 
of the course indicates that the digging deeper pages were useful for course participants and were 
helpful in understanding the course material.  
In reviewing feedback from course participants, they were able to integrate computational 
thinking, design thinking, and data literacy seamlessly in their posts. For example, this post from 
the final forum in the course weaves together the importance of the design process, testing 












Figure 19. Digital-age problem solving cycle. 
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The creation of the MOOC-Ed Digging Deeper pages did indicate that there is a good fit 
between the design thinking, computational thinking, and data literacy concepts in each unit, and 
that the combination of these three frameworks can be merged in a cohesive way. The evaluation 
of the course indicates that the digging deeper pages were useful for course participants and were 
helpful in understanding the course material.  
In reviewing feedback from course participants, they were able to integrate computational 
thinking, design thinking, and data literacy seamlessly in their posts. For example, this post from 
the final forum in the course weaves together the importance of the design process, testing 
techniques (a computational thinking skill), and data literacy: 
It's interesting how a course in Computational Thinking isn't really about math, it's about 
design and looking at all the parts of the design process from conception to 
implementation. That process is a complex one (not complex in terms of difficult to 
understand, but rather complex in terms of many parts). Key takeaway for me included 
the “Building a Testing Plan” comprising 5 different types of testing and revision 
required before final implementation. One particular quote really showed the contrast 
between design thinking and our educational high stakes testing: “in design 
thinking…designers use testing to refine their ideas and products and create better 
outcomes. Testing helps us identify and improve our systems — a "failure" does not 
indicate a deficiency or inadequacy of the system, but rather an opportunity for making 
the system better. Additionally, in all digital-age problem-solving contexts, testing and 
evaluation is formative — it should be done early, often, and consistently.” With high 
stakes testing, there’s no feedback till months later. How are students supposed to 
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improve when the feedback is so late in coming and makes little difference vis a vis 
individual student performance? 
I also appreciated the unit on "Identifying Problems." One important idea shared in this 
unit is that problem solving requires that we look at “context” as well as 
symptoms...."that we understand the people and the systems and the stakeholders 
involved and their needs from whatever solution we’re going to create and their 
understanding of the problem as it exists for them.” In education, there are no quick fixes. 
The data we collect to determine next steps should be both quantitative and qualitative. If 
you only crunch the numbers and neglect to talk to the people involved, you capture only 
a partial picture. 
Implications 
STEM Education 
Bybee (2013) articulated a STEM evolution, from STEM 1.0 where subject areas exist in 
isolation, to STEM 2.0 which integrates two STEM subject areas together, STEM 3.0 which 
integrates three subject areas together and which STEM 4.0 integrates all four subject areas 
together. With many schools deciding to transform STEM into STEAM (Land, 2013) to include 
the arts, digital-age problem solving can provide a foundation for STEM 5.0, where STEM skills 
and the Humanities are blended. Google has spent many years analyzing data on effective teams 
and management structures within their organizations. Their conclusions point to a need for a 
STEM 5.0 evolution. Despite the swell in schools around STEM education, Google found that: 
“Project Oxygen shocked everyone by concluding that, among the eight most important 
qualities of Google’s top employees, STEM expertise comes in dead last. The seven top 
characteristics of success at Google are all soft skills: being a good coach; 
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communicating and listening well; possessing insights into others (including others 
different values and points of view); having empathy toward and being supportive of 
one’s colleagues; being a good critical thinker and problem solver; and being able to 
make connections across complex ideas” (Strauss, 2017). 
Many of these skills were identified at the very beginning of the STEM education 
movement, and became part of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills Framework for 21st 
Century Learning (Parnership for 21st Century Learning, 2015). The P21 framework, along with 
resources such as the National Academy of Engineering’s grand challenges (National Academy 
of Engineering, 2008) are increasingly recognizing the importance of both soft skills and 
humanities in a well-rounded STEM education. Digital-age problem solving could be part of a 
larger conceptual framework for STEM 5.0 – where STEM content, Humanities, and the so-
called “soft skills” come together to form a new way of looking at the world. (see Figure 20).  
Moreover, while much of the literature on computational thinking focuses on preparing 
students to code, approaching computational thinking a problem solving context allows it to be a 
useful tool for teachers, students, and professionals to understand and solve problems whether 
coding is required or not. Many future problems will require a knowledge of coding. However, 
many more will not. Part of digital-age problem solving will be about knowing the difference 
and identifying when and if a computer can do something faster or more efficiently than a human 
(and following, how to make the computer do said task). In the MOOC-Ed, these ideas were put 
into practice and digital-age problem solving techniques were useful across disciplines, including 
humanities and social sciences. 
Consider these three examples from the forums, the first one from a therapist in 
Singapore, who primarily works with adults: 
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“My adult learners typically come in because something or somebody is causing pain or 
confusion. When emotions are strong and overwhelming, making the problem go away 
might seem more urgent than solving it.  
So I mostly start by engaging emotionally in priority to engaging intellectually. They are 
paying for the session, so mostly they need no encouragement to talk about what is  
happening. As they talk, potential issues and problems and solutions emerge.  
Without interrupting, I might start writing these on the board, just bullet points, maybe a 
mindmap sort of format. I try to avoid making a list, so that new links or insights are 
easier to make. 
When they feel calmer, when they finish telling their story, we often find that we are half-
way to having a root cause analysis. Up to that point, I have mostly nodded and grunted 
and encourage them to keep going.  
Now I start to clarify, check my understanding, ask questions, like "what if", "what makes 
the difference?" I get them thinking about what has happened, what patterns they see, and 
how it could be different.  
So decomposition and abstraction go hand in hand when we follow that sort of process. 
But some clients want to rush into action, fix it fast, get rid of it, not talk about it. If that 
is the scenario, then I might join them by stepping back from the immediate problem and 
looking at the context, the "upstream." As before, I write on the board a lot, maybe create 
a flow chart by getting them to run me through things step by step. I ask questions and 
clarify and check a lot more actively. And then we are typically at a similar stage as the 










Sometimes we seem to have done a good job of identifying the problems. Sometimes we 
find ourselves going deeper inside, or back into the past, or needing more data. Mostly an 
action plan has emerged. If it hasn't, I'm not shy to say I don't know what they should do, 
but help them to figure it out. Often it's reassuring for them to discover that they are not 
stupid for not figuring it out! 
Anyway, action is always their initiative and responsibility. So everything that happens in 
a session is oriented to the client and their own process. Not having a plan is also okay. 
Our discussion has almost always increased awareness, so their experience until we meet 
again will be different. If they come back, they'll be a different person, and we'll take 
another step.” 
Consider this second example from an elementary school teacher: 
“We started the year with how-to/procedural writing with my 2nd grade students. As I 
was looking at the Core Resources, I read the Tynker blog about how to talk to children 
about algorithms. I immediately realized that I wish I owned a magical time machine to 
go back in time and use the language properly with students, to make these strong 
connections between their writing and skills that are most often explicitly taught in 
computer sciences/math/science. I wish that I had used the computational language of 
algorithm, repetition, sequencing, and conditional logic, as suggested in the article. I 
think that there might be a way to revisit this learning to teach this vocabulary and to 
make visible the design thinking inherent in their writing, but if I don't see a natural way 
to revisit, it's probably worth me going back and having them do a short writing piece to 
help them see the language between the work they've done and this important language.” 
And this third example from a technology director: 
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“The concept of distinguishing "what is needed" vs "what is wanted" was introduced in 
regard to defining and decomposing problems. An example that I can share was from a 
few years ago. A district that I was working with was trying to solve a complex issue of 
parent funding both in terms of payments for student lunches, to buying school related 
products, as well as paying for school fees. As the Technology Director I was asked to 
chair the process so I began by organizing a problem solving team that consisted of all 
stakeholders: students, parents, teachers, secretaries, administrators, cafeteria staff, 
technology staff. 
Each team member had their own stake in the problem: 
Teachers were tired of managing the collection of lunch money, field trip payments, book 
sales in the classroom, etc. 
Principals disliked how financially focused tasks were impeding on instructional time 
Secretaries hated the task of having to contact parents to collect fees 
Cafeteria staff were faced with the dilemma of providing food to students who didn't have 
$$ 
Business Administrators struggled with collecting past debt, completing required state 
and federal reports, and assisting parents who needed support 
Students who didn't have the money didn't like being left out 
Parents found the multiple systems in place difficult to navigate and hassle to use 
And tech staff definitely were looking for a way to streamline the systems they needed to 
manage and maintain. 
With this many voices, each with their own perspective, decomposing the problem took 
some time.  Abstracting the non-essential issues was also critical to the process as I am 
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sure you can imagine the numerous non-essential topics that could distract us from our 
problem solving goals (students who didn't like the food, teachers who didn't like the 
class schedule, principals needed more staff, parents thought the fees were too high, and 
so on). After many meetings and lots of conversation the group was able to outline a set 
of specifications that met the needs of all the stakeholders, and surprisingly was able to 
find a solution that could fulfill those needs. Thankfully the vendor (the district ended up 
selecting PushCoin, Inc) was adept at using the strategy of "separating needs from wants" 
so that changes were implemented in a timely, streamlined fashion. 
Although it took almost 3/4 of a school year to work through the process, the 
decomposing of the problem and involving all those impacted was critical to the 
success.” 
Each of the three examples presented provides a valid and productive use of the three 
core areas of digital-age problem solving in a context that isn’t directly STEM related. For 
school leaders, STEM 5.0 and digital-age problem solving is already found in many schools 
through the use of project-based learning. For schools, much as the PBL core tenants are defined 
through the literature and by various supporting organizations, and many schools use common 
standards for writing, research, digital-age problem solving could provide schools with a 
common approach to problem solving, especially if schools are already heavily invested in a 
STEM focus or in PBL. Creating a unified framework for STEM 5.0 that includes digital-age 
problem solving will support teachers in creating STEM 5.0 experiences for all students without 
burdening teachers with “one more thing”. For STEM schools, it also helps support the 
importance of STEM without diminishing (and in fact elevating) the role of the arts and 
Humanities. The emphasis on empathy in design thinking is also an important component of 
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social-emotional awareness which further supports critical thinking (Arslan & Demirtas, 2016) 
and the experiential and empathy components of the framework have roots in Indigenous Ways 
of Knowing (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005) 
One recommendation in this area is to translate the digital-age problem solving 
framework into a more student-friendly terms, similar to how The Launch Cycle (Spencer & 
Juliani, 2016) does for the design thinking process. Additionally, referencing the different types 
of testing common to computer science (integration testing, unit testing, regression testing, 
requirements testing, functional testing) generated good discussion in unit 5 of the MOOC, and 
may deserve a more prominent place in the framework.  
For Future Research 
While the survey data and analysis of the discussion forums indicated that the course 
content was useful in helping teachers understand concepts of digital-age problem solving and 
integrating them into their practice, further study is still needed. A series of classroom 
observations, over time, would be helpful in understanding how these changes unfold over time 
and how student thinking, problem-solving ability, persistence, and empathy change over time. 
Research and development is also needed to develop, refine, and support schools in the 
implementation of a STEM 5.0 framework. Moreover, a major focus of the MOOC was to help 
teachers reframe some existing practices using the language of Digital-Age Problem Solving 
while simultaneously encouraging teachers to reframe how students approach problem-solving. 
However, misconceptions may exist in participant understanding of how these concepts are 
operationalized in practice, or a teacher may use terms in their classroom without making any 
substantive changes to practice. Further study is needed in this area.  
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While MOOCs are a proven tool for professional development, further experimentation is 
needed to determine how to generate more sustained discussions in courses. While discussion 
posts were high quality, most of them were unidirectional – participants “shouting into the void.” 
While some changes were made to the course to force participants to interact, the transient nature 
of the MOOC meant that participants oftentimes did not return back to old posts, so the quality 
of discussion was limited. Additionally, while micro-credentials were considered useful by the 
people who completed them, very few participants engaged with the micro-credentials, even 
though the projects and activities described in the forums would probably have earned one. 
Further research should be considered on encouraging teachers to earn professional development 
credit using micro-credentials beyond requiring them for course completion, as other Friday 
Institute MOOC-Ed courses have done. 
Additionally, while computational thinking has largely been the purview of the computer 
science course, further research is needed to determine if wide scale adoption of computational 
thinking principles can impact student self-efficacy in computer science courses, and if a focus 
on digital-age problem solving with underserved populations can encourage these students to 
pursue careers in the STEM field. 
Revisions for Future Courses 
The second run of the MOOC-Ed started on October 2, 2017. The course remained 
largely the same from the first round to the second. The primary change between the first run and 
the second is the unit extension activities. While the discussions in the extension activities were 
very good, I tried to restructure the activities to promote better discussions. The current content 
of the course can be found in Appendix F. 
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In Unit 2, I originally presented the course participants with a series of infographics and 
gave them an open discussion space to share their reactions to the visual appeal of the 
infographic and how well the infographic told a story with data. The discussions were disjointed 
because each thread contained reactions to three or four infographics which other participants 
may not have seen. In my opinion, it was hard for the discussions to evolve and for participants 
to develop an understanding of why each infographic was selected. In the fall run, I created a 
discussion thread for each infographic, and participants all contributed to that thread about a 
single graphic. Overall, I think this was a positive change. There was more engagement and co-
ideation on the various qualities of the infographic. There was one in particular, focusing on a 
land bank. Many participants found the infographic hard to follow. However, one participant had 
a background in the topic, and with her comment, was able to generate a great discussion about 
the importance of context and audience for infographics:  
 “I found this infographic to be interesting. I also reviewed the posts others have put up, 
and think that this may be of interest to me because I am involved with a local 
Community Supported Agriculture farm, and I have an understanding of the topic they 
are discussing. The land bank grows food, and the types of foods it grows are shared. 
Each year the percentages may change a bit, but in general there is land for forage, cereal, 
legumes, potatoes and vegetables. 
This is a large farm, so they also share more specific information on how it is used. Along 
with the number of sheep and cows, they share the hectares (a hectare is the equivalent of 
100 acres, or 10,0000 meters) are used to grow vegetables and herbs, are used for feed, 
and are used for crops and legumes. This portion also shares how much is used for 
buildings related to farming, as well as the number of machines they have. 
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Clearly this is more information, but I will stop here. I think that this works for me 
because of my background, and I like that it uses images with very few words.” 
The next change was in unit 3. I really liked the original activity, but it didn’t resonate 
with participants the way I wanted it to. The activity focused on a space shuttle disaster. While 
the question was worded to have participants focus on the importance of gathering detailed 
requirements up front, much of the discussion focused on systems testing. Testing was covered 
in unit 5, which had a failure analysis of the original Healthcare.gov website. Given the recent 
political upheaval with the Affordable Care Act, I wanted to remove this activity from the course 
to prevent a politically-charged discussion. Therefore, I removed this activity and replaced it 
with the space shuttle activity. In unit 3, I created a new activity on voting machines, and on all 
of the audiences who would need to be satisfied by electronic voting machines. This discussion 
was much higher quality, though I did struggle to get participants to explore the requirements of 
the voters themselves (further revision may happen for the Spring of 2018). However, there were 
a lot of very good discussions in this post, and several participants indicated that it was helpful in 
getting them to more deeply understand the content. 
“I find myself standing back from the task, just to look at the context. I think this is a 
brilliant project, which could be a complete education all in itself. The context involves 
history, politics, psychology, sociology, philosophy, technology, science, security, 
geography, time management. 
Being charged with designing a better voting machine is a guaranteed nightmare.  
The user experience is primarily emotional. Hope, fear, anger, sadness, and joy are all 
part of the voting process. 
Because the voting process is inclusive, the typical technology is lowest common 
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denominator, making it as simple and clear as possible, however boring that may be for 
some. An inclusive system like voting cannot afford to be confusing for any. (Unless one 
starts out by wanting to rig the results.) 
So the more people I can talk to the better. Ideally, I would want to talk to everybody, 
because everybody is involved. That is impossible at anything about village level, so it 
becomes a technical issue. And that means we miss the wonderful opportunity to debate 
the context and meaning. I feel tempted to give up in despair. 
But in class, we have that opportunity. So I would work with my students to identify what 
voting is, what we could vote for, how we would vote, how to design the voting 
machines. A rich process. It might not appeal to everybody. Some students might want to 
shut down discussion and just get on with it ... I might feel the pressure of timetable or 
deadlines ... let us talk about that. Potentially a series of good life lessons. 
Please, Mark, let the politics and the history be a part of the design process. I think it is 
important on so many levels. Brilliant.” 
In February of 2018, the course will launch again for the third time. I will be more deeply 
exploring data from the fall run, which concluded on December 22, 2017, to explore any 
additional course changes that may be needed. Early exploration of the survey results looks very 
similar to the first run of the course. The primary change for the spring will be a name change for 
the course. Computational Thinking and Design: Getting Started with Digital-Age Problem 
Solving will be renamed to Digital-Age Problem Solving: Getting Started with Computational 
Thinking and Design. The reason for this change is for marketing purposes – while 
computational thinking is an educational trend, the term has stuck mostly at the policy and 
administrative levels. Many teachers still do not know about computational thinking and may not 
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immediately see the benefit to their instructional practice. Digital-age problem solving will 
hopefully erase those barriers and will attract a wider audience of teachers with less marketing 
effort. Registration numbers from the first two weeks of registration for Spring 2018 are nearly 
double that of previous semesters, and early observational data indicate that move was 
successful. 
The second change will be that the course has transitioned to self-paced instead of week-
by-week. There is a firm start date and a firm close date, and participants are being with a 
recommendation for pacing as they move through the course. However, participants can move 
ahead at their own discretion. The hope is to capture participants and help them engage in the 
whole course early while their attention is focused on the course. Since lack of time is often cited 
as a reason participant engagement wanes, the goal is to enable them to finish the course before 
life gets in the way. 
The third change is the development of PLC guides. A PLC guide guides adapt the course 
content into a series of facilitated activities for face-to-face delivery. Therefore, an educator who 
participates in the MOOC-Ed has the resources that they need to begin to spread the course 
content within their schools. PLC guides have three main goals: to enable teachers who are not 
participating in the MOOC-Ed to gain an understanding of digital-age problem solving, to build 
a support network of teachers within a school who are integrating these practices into their 
instruction, and to provide concreate examples of what digital-age problem looks like to support 
high-fidelity implementation. 
Reflection 
Over the past few years, the Hour of Code has become increasingly popular, and state 
after state has rushed to pass laws mandating computer science education. While I am a 
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computer scientist by background, I worry that we run the risk of turning coding into “one more 
thing”, or we are asking coding to fight for attention over some other subject area in an 
extremely crowded curriculum. Moreover, I worry that coding without teaching the problem 
solving inherent in computer science will create a situation where coders are commodified. As 
we look at how to get the best value-add from computer science education and integrate 
computer science across the curriculum, digital-age problem solving was an incredibly useful 
lens for me to understand the value that computer science can bring to other subject areas 
without a single line of code, and how we can take the best of computer science across multiple 
disciplines. Adding in design thinking and data literacy has helped me cement, through creating 
this course, one model for what problem solving could look like in the STEM world. Even after 
this dissertation is complete, I look forward to continuing to develop and refine this framework, 
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL LETTER 
 
 
APPENDIX B: MOOC COURSE DESCRIPTION 
In the Information Age, problems look different. Information comes at us faster than ever 
before, and our ability to solve problems depends on us being able to make sense of and 
synthesize this information. We must also design new solutions using all available technology 
and tools. 
Digital-age problem solving combines three key skills and concepts essential to 
understanding and solving problems in the information age: data literacy, design thinking, and 
computational thinking. Data literacy is the ability to analyze, interpret, and tell stories using 
complex sets of data. Design thinking is the ability to understand problems and develop creative 
solutions. Computational thinking is the process of expressing solutions so that humans and 
computers can understand them. 
Throughout this MOOC-Ed, you'll have the opportunity to dig into digital-age problem 
solving, engage with its component skills and concepts, and learn how to integrate them into 
your instructional practice. This course will not be heavy on coding, and you won't need to know 
any code going in - it will focus on how to integrate digital-age problem solving in a practical 
way into your classroom. 
Course Objectives 
 Understand the components of digital-age problem solving: design thinking, 
computational thinking, and data literacy; 
 Connect digital-age problem solving to existing content and problem-solving 
processes; 
 Engage in the digital-age problem solving process through simulated activities; 
 Apply digital-age problem solving in a real-world context; 
 View digital-age problem solving in a variety of careers and subject areas; 




APPENDIX C: EXISTING MOOC-ED SURVEY QUESTIONS 
Table 22: User Survey Questions at Account Creation 
Question Name Input Type Response Options (If Any) 
Username Free text  
Password Free text (must contain at 
least 8 characters, at least 
1 digits, at least 1 lower 
case letters) 
 
Email address Free text  
First Name Free text  
Last Name Free text  
Country Select from list Countries with name displayed and ISO-
3166-1 code stored 
City Free text  
State Select from a list 
(disabled if country is not 
“US”) 
States with name displayed and ISO-
3166-2 code stored 
Gender Select from list Male 
Female 
I do not identify 





Professional Degree (e.g. JD, MD) 
Primary Area of 
Responsibility 
Select from list Classroom Teaching 







School District Administration 







Years of Experience in 
Education 
Free text  
   
I specialize in the 
following grade 
levels: 














Free text  




Table 13: User Survey Questions at Course Enrollment 
Question Input Type Response Options (If Any) 
Do you plan to 
participate with a 
peer group outside 
of this MOOC-Ed? 
(e.g. a school-based 
PLC or informal 
group of 
colleagues) 
Radio Buttons Yes 
No 
Please select up to 
three goals for your 
participation in this 
MOOC-Ed 
Select from list 
(3 lists, one is 
mandatory, all 
options are the 
same) 
Course specific options (See Appendix C) 
Engage in fun and inspiring activities 
Exchange ideas and experiences with other educators 
Collaborate on joint projects 
Collect new resources or tools 
Experience learning in a MOOC-Ed 
Make changes to my professional practice 
Earn a certificate of completion 
Other 
Were you familiar 
with the concept of 
micro-credentials 
or badges prior to 
this MOOC-Ed? 
Radio Buttons Yes 
No 
I’m not sure 
Have you earned a 
micro-credential or 
badge prior to this 
MOOC-Ed? 
Radio Buttons Yes 
No 
I’m not sure 
Do you intend to 
pursue a micro-
credential for this 
MOOC-Ed? 








Table 24: End-Of-Unit Survey Questions 
Question Name Input Type Response Options 
(If Any) 
To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements? 
This Unit… 
a. deepened my understanding of the topic(s) addressed. 
b. supported the application of course content to my 
professional practice. 









What changes, if any, have you made (or anticipate 
making) in your professional practice as a result of your 
participation in this MOOC-Ed so far? (E.g., 
Application of new knowledge, skills, or course 
resources) 
Free text 
(Unit 3 only) 
 
What recommendations, if any, do you have for 
improving the user experience in this unit (e.g., 
navigation, visual design, unit organization, etc.) 
Free text 
(Unit 1 only) 
 
Approximately how many hours did you spend on this 
unit’s activities? 











Table 25: End-Of-Course Survey Questions 
Question Name Input Type Response Options 
(If Any) 
As a whole, how effective was this MOOC-Ed in 









What was the most valuable aspect of this MOOC-Ed in 
supporting your personal or professional learning goals? 
 
Free text  
Overall, how effective do you feel this MOOC-Ed was in 
















Why did you choose to pursue a micro-credential for this 
course?  
Free text  
In what ways, if any, did the micro-credentialing process 
impact your professional practice? 
Free text  
Why did you choose not to pursue a micro-credential for 
this course? 
Free text  
To what extent do you agree with the following 
statements?  
MOOC-Ed Micro-credentials are a valuable tool for... 
a. Engaging in professional learning with an increased 
level of rigor. 
b. Promoting significant changes to my instructional 
practice. 
c. Communicating my professional competencies with 
others.  
d. Personalizing my professional learning experience. 
e. Facilitating collaboration and communication with other 
educators. 
f. Motivating me to pursue additional learning 
opportunities within or beyond the MOOC-Ed 





What recommendations do you have for making this 
course more valuable to future participants? (e.g., other 
resources, additional features, activities, etc.) Please 
explain. 
Free text  
Were you able to complete all of the activities that you 




If no, please explain Free text  
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1-2 hours per unit 
3-4 hours per unit 
5-6 hours per unit 
7-8 hours per unit 




APPENDIX D: NEW SURVEY QUESTIONS AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Table 26: User Survey Questions at Course Enrollment 
Question Input Type Response Options (If Any) 
Do you currently work 
at a school or 






I’m not sure 
While coding is not a 
part of this course, it 
often tends to be 
grouped with 
Computational 
Thinking. Which of the 
following describes your 
comfort with computer 
coding/programming? 
Select from a 
list 
I’ve have limited or no coding experience 
I’ve done small coding activities (e.g. Hour of 
Code) 
I’m comfortable with coding, but don’t do much 
with it 
I’m comfortable with coding, and code for personal 
projects 
I’m comfortable with coding, and teach it for 
students/work activities 
How familiar are you 
with the following: 
a) Computational 
Thinking 
b) Design Thinking 
c) Data Literacy 
Select from a 
list 
Not at all familiar  
Slightly familiar  
Somewhat familiar  
Moderately familiar  
Extremely familiar  
 
This course is being 
developed as a part of a 
study on the 
effectiveness of teaching 
Digital Age Problem 
Solving. Are you willing 
to participate in an 
interview via telephone 
after the course has 
concluded? 






Table 27: End-Of-Course Survey Questions 
Question Input Type Response Options (If Any) 
To what extent do you agree with the 
following statements. 
 I have improved my knowledge and/or 
skills related to… 
a. problem solving methods to use in 
my classroom 
b. the design thinking process 
c. collecting and analyzing data 
d. interpreting and visualizing data 
e. decomposing and abstracting 
problems 
f. creating processes to test solutions 
Matrix (Likert Scale) Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 








Interviews will use a random sampling of users who have completed at least one end-of-
unit or course survey. The questions asked will be the following, and follow-up questions may be 
asked in the interview, as appropriate: 
 Was the course useful to you? Why or why not? 
 Was the process of completing the micro-credentials useful to you? Why or why not? 
 Have you used any of the skills from this course in your classroom/context? 
o If not, why not? 
o If yes, please tell me how. 
 How have your students responded? 
 Have you shared any of the course content with your peers? 
o If yes, please explain. 




APPENDIX E: MOOC-ED COURSE OUTLINE 
The Problem Solving in the Digital Age MOOC will include five course units, spread over eight 
weeks, reflecting the Computational Design Thinking process identified in  
 
Figure 3. Table 30 shows the timeline of the course run. Table 28 lists the units of the course, 
and Table 29 lists the activities found within each unit. 
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Table 28: Course Units 
Unit Number Unit Name Unit Goals 
1 What is Digital Age 
Problem Solving? 
This unit will introduce the course design and 
course requirements to participants, as well as 
allow participants to meet each other. This unit 
will also provide an overview of the design 
process and computational thinking skills. 
2 Identifying Problems This unit will introduce the “Understand the 
Context” phase of the design thinking process, 
focusing on the computational thinking skills of 
data collection, data analysis, data 
representation. 
3 Making Sense of Problems This unit will transition to the “Define the 
Problem” phase of the design thinking process, 
with a specific focus on the computational 
thinking skills of problem decomposition, 
abstraction, and parallelization. 
4 Creating Solutions This unit will transition to the “Create 
Solutions” phase of the design thinking process, 
with a focus on the computational thinking 
skills of parallelization, algorithm development, 
automation, and simulation. 
5 Assessing Solutions This unit will transition to the “Evaluate, 
Reflect, Revise” phase of the design process, 
with a focus on the skills of simulation and 
automation. It will also serve as a capstone for 
the course, allowing users to reflect on what 
they have learned, and connect back to the 




Table 29: Course Activities  
Activity Name Activity Description 
“Introduce Yourself” 
(Unit 1 Only) 
Introductory forum. A chance for course participants to meet each 
other and share a little about themselves. 
Unit Introduction Provides an overview of the phase of the design process and the 
computational thinking skills used in the unit. Includes a video of 
practitioners in various fields using these skills in their professional 
practice. In unit 1, this is an overview of the three elements of the 
digital-age problem solving process. 
Digging Deeper Toolkit of resources on the topics introduced in each unit for 
participants who want to learn more or review background 
research. Users can view and rate the resources in the library. 
Simulation Activity Provides an activity for the teachers to engage with the skills 
introduced in the unit as a learner and reflect on the process. 
Brainstorming 
Classroom Applications 
Discussion forum for teachers to identify how they could use the 
skills introduced in each unit in their classroom/professional 
practice. This forum serves as a chance for teachers to refine their 
ideas before heading in to the micro-credentials. 
Micro-credentials Allows teachers to demonstrate evidence of application of the skills 
in the unit into their professional practice. 







Table 30: Course Timeline 
Week Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 
1 Current Unit Unit Opens    
2  Current Unit   
3  Current Unit Unit Opens 
4  Current Unit   
5 Current Unit Unit Opens 
6  Current Unit 
7 Current Unit Unit Opens 
8  Current Unit 
 
The current unit is the one that will be highlighted and actively facilitated for the week. A 
unit may open earlier to enable people who wish to move faster to do so. All units will remain 
open for an additional 6 weeks after the end of the course to enable stragglers to finish. 
Registration will close after week 6. After the 14th week, the course will become read-only so 
that users still have access to the resources, but cannot generate any new material. 
 
 
APPENDIX F: MOOC-ED COURSE CONTENT 
This appendix contains the introductory and “digging deeper” content from each unit. 
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